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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS/ DEFINITIONS 

Flex Staff- staff with a variable work schedule, in contrast to traditional work 
arrangements working a standard 9am-5pm every day. 

Just-in-Time Staff- workers in many parts of the organization that can move 
into jobs in other parts of the organization based on demand. 

Hoteling System- attribution of a particular office space or work area via 
reservation using an online system or a reception counter. 

Effectiveness- Using space to improve the quality of work 

Efficiency- Driving down occupancy costs 

R&D Cycle Time- Research and Development Cycle Time 

DSF- Double Skin Façade 

PSALI- Permanent Supplementary Artificial Lighting Interiors 

CIIE standard general sky- set of 15 sky luminance distributions which model 
the sky from heavily overcast to cloudless sky for day lighting calculations 

lx- lux: the SI unit of luminance, equal to one lumen/m² 

KKJ- kwamkrengjai: ‘deferential heart’, where one is aware of other people’s 
feelings and showing politeness, respect, and consideration towards them. 
Also tied with the Thai concept of not wanting to lose face; and displaying 
KKJ is one way of helping another save face. 

MNCs- multinational corporations 

SMEs- Small and Medium Enterprises 

Mpbs- Mega bits per second: the measurement of peripheral data transfer or 
network transmission speed. Megabits refers to serial data transmission 
such as Ethernet and Wi-Fi. 

ADA- Americans with Disabilities Act. 
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Open Space- area without roof or cover structures. Such areas can be allocated for 
water ponds, swimming pool, waste water retention, garbage area, or parking. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

 The digital revolution has propelled the global economy and created new 
expectations to living and working in locations with progressive communications 
infrastructure. The need for space to live and work in cities continues to grow at an 
alarming rate. This in turn contributes to the rapid growth of urban areas, turning 
them into sprawling mega-cities with inadequate and complex transportation 
challenges. 

Mobile technology also contributes to the changing behavior in work habits 
and patterns. Environmentally conscious modern workers demand a new, different, 
and flexible type of workspace. Foreign investors and local workers need modern 
office solution that leverage productivity technology as well as the ability to address 
the multicultural needs and atmosphere present in the diverse city. 

As advances in technology shorten and change the working lifecycles of both 
hardware, and productivity software products, so too should the physical 
requirements of office architecture change. Leases will become shorter and more 
flexible, and the interior spaces will be freed to adapt to new kinds of tenants and 
technology resulting in a more disposable, adaptable type of architecture. 
1.1 Thesis Statement 

With wireless internet and increase in mobile technology, are the ways that 
people work outgrowing the places they work in? Leveraging emerging technology to 
create environmentally conscious schema enables all parties involved in the 
development and use of modern office facilities to benefit both socially and 
financially. An immediate positive change to the working atmosphere in Bangkok 
would be realized by moving the construction of office spaces to the less populous 
outskirts of the cities, allowing for greater freedom in building design from the ground 
up. Newer, environmentally conscious buildings for example, will not only attract 
foreign tenants, but would also result in a lower economic and physical impact 
whether they are occupied or not, an important characteristic for rentable 
workplaces with high tenant turnover. 
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Much space is wasted due to dedication towards pre-wireless workspaces. 
Rather than providing an overwhelming plethora of dedicated workspace choices, an 
appropriate marriage between private and public spaces will enable the modern 
worker to be productive by providing appropriate options. Wireless sets up the 
potential for space efficiency and calls for technology friendly spaces. Workers will 
be able to easily find the right environment for their day for meetings and private 
use, and still have the freedom of working in an environment that suits their 
personal work style. 
1.2 Research Methodology 

The methodology used for this study is based on publication research and 
qualitative analysis of current office spaces. I employed a 3 phase approach as 
depicted in the figure below. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. 1 Research Methodology Diagram 

 
Phase 1 purpose: Use literary review to establish current conditions. 
Phase 2 purpose: Refine thesis topic and develop design. 
Phase 3 purpose: Validate usability of the design in terms of hypothesis and research. 
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1.3 Research Procedure Explanation 

 The publications selected for literature review are architectural design books 
used as office planning guidelines for the past 10 years. The culmination of theories 
and techniques cataloged in these books were used to determine the framework of 
the way that people think about the office paradigm today. 
 To supplement this framework, several scholarly articles from different 
scientific journals were reviewed. These papers were selected to give a current 
analytical perspective on the published theory behind designing the office. (See 
figure 1.3) The selected papers were evaluated on 6 different architectural 
influences. 

1. Ways of Working 
2. Paces of Work 
3. Technology in the Workplace 
4. Working Culture 
5. Existing and Available Communication Technology 
6. Climate 

Experts and a blind interview were also conducted to find if the analytical 
evaluation of the office was being put into practice. The interviews were designed to 
address the 6 architectural influences in Thailand. (See figure 1.4) 
 The qualitative analysis activities consisted of reviewing case studies of 
current and alternative offices present in Bangkok today. The findings of the 
differences between the literature reviews of the traditional modern building, 
anticipated social changes, and the leasable office spaces from the case studies 
formed the basis of my hypothesis. 
 Additional research involved checking market conditions, demand, and 
cultural applicability for the development of various types of business models. Once 
all conditions were assessed, they were employed in creating final recommendations 
and solutions used for the potential programs and design solutions.  
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Table 1. 1 Academic Paper Review Summary 
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Table 1. 2 Other Academic Papers Reviewed 
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Table 1. 3 Interview Summary 
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CHAPTER II LITERATURE REVIEW 

 For the purpose of understanding the current views and attitudes around the 
office, literature related to theory behind designing workspaces were reviewed. These 
books covered topics such as technology and the mobile workforce, office planning 
and office architecture, occupancy comfort and behavior, as well as the urban 
landscape. 
 Literature by Zelinsky (1998), Allen & Henn (2007), Duffy (1997) are key to 
understanding office expectations of the 21st century. Zelinsky and Duffy covered 
new workspaces and work styles, while Allen & Henn discussed the organization of 
architecture and technology. Both Duffy and Zelinsky were often referred to by other 
authors attempting to address emerging issues with the office typology. 
 Academic papers discussing the adoption of technology in the workforce, 
effective office environments, office sound and lighting, and occupants interaction 
with the office environment written from 2005-2014 were selected to give a current 
analytical perspective on the published theory behind designing the office. These 
papers, addressing current issues, impacts and efforts towards evaluating the modern 
workforce were used to simulate criteria towards creating an effective office 
environment. 
 The acquired information can be categorized into three main items that affect 
the modern workplace. 

1. Ways of working 
2. Places of Work 
3. Technology in the Workplace 

 

“The office building is one of the great icons of the 20th century. 
Office towers dominates the skylines of cities in every continent. 
The most visible index of economic activity, of social technology, 

and financial progress come to symbolize what this century is  
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about… at least 50% of the working population as opposed to a 
mere 5% at the beginning of the century –fundamental anti-office 

attitudes persist.” (Duffy 1997; 14) 

 
Yet, for being a great icon, it has not evolved much in the last hundred years, 

and most of the advancements stem from a technological standpoint. Even though 
we live in a materialist century, office architecture is still considered one of the least 
attractive. Time and people have changed, while much of the archetypes have not. 
Perhaps the struggles stem from the business ideology in the 19th century and for 

much of the 20th century. CEO’s subscribed to Taylon’s Cᵉ--“scientific management”, 
which treated people as if they were simply so many units of production, resulting in 
the dehumanization of work. Intelligence and inventiveness were not expected from 
ordinary workers, and it was thought that people on their own could not be trusted. 
Using Taylonism, “honesty and commitment were rewarded with…a larger desk, 
more space…your own office.” (Duffy 1997; 16-17) Though no one takes Taylonism 
seriously today, it is most remarkably persistent in large corporations as possible are 
managed but treated as unthinking automatons; perhaps not because they are 
considered incapable of innovative thinking, but because it is easier to manage large 
groups as if they were not capable of thinking. 

Social and business climate has rendered the need to re-think the workplace. 
What commercial tenants expected in the 1950’s compared to the 1990’s is 
drastically different due to the advancements in technology. Since 1990’s there have 
been significant contributions to the development of technology and its potential 
applications; subsequently the expectations of the workplace have also changed. 
(Table 2.1) As powerful personal technology and self-employment becomes more 
prevalent, the intelligent worker is able to take advantage of the mobility it affords. 
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Table 2. 1 Tennant Expectations 

 

The shift from corporate technology to personal technology has created a 
new and independent type of worker that is struggling within the paradigm of the 
past office. Corporations of all sizes are using contracted employees, and outsourced 
workers for technical and professional tasks.  “Urban planners agree, as self-
employment grows, it behooves a city to respond to the fact that microbusinesses 
operate on a different schedule and in a different physical pattern than ever 
before.” (Zelinsky 1998; 15) 

This means that offices shouldn’t just be a 9-5 operation, but accessible 24 
hours a day. The shift in tenant expectations opens the possibility for a hoteling 
system over an entire office complex, referring to the attribution of a particular office 
space or work area via reservation using an online system or a reception counter. 

Yeang notes “Contemporary lifestyles and the increasing combined pressures 
of urbanization and population growth in our cities demand a redefining of our 
conventional perceptions of working and living in the high-rise structures in the city… 
The question now confronting designers of these high-rise buildings is whether the 
current approaches adequately provide the occupiers of those buildings with an 
acceptable quality of urban life in the sky.” (2002; 10) In terms of appropriate high-
rise living, the South East Asians are attempting to approach a higher quality of life 
with their shopping mega malls. These endeavors, however have yet to be translated 
into the white collar work sector and such integration with offices have merely been 
proposed as part of a super structure in terms of a larger landscape. It is imperative 
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that the modern office address integrating the physical space with work process, 
technology, organizational documents, and design while incorporating leasing 
flexibility to address their own corporate needs.  In order to incite change quickly in 
a stagnant field, it is necessary to prove that other companies have already made 
the shift towards a more transient workplace. CEO’s realize that space efficiency is 
important, but want to know what other companies in their field are doing to reduce 
occupancy costs and property expenditures. The surest motive for change is driving 
down operations costs by increasing efficiency and effectiveness. In business 
efficiency means driving down the occupancy costs while effectiveness relates to 
using the space in ways to improve the quality of work. (Figure 2.1) 

 
Figure 2. 1 Occupancy Costs 

 
As synergy between different aspects of the work place becomes more 

important; understanding the different tools necessary and the different ways of 
working becomes more important to the developers of office buildings if they want 
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to see a profit in their investments. Zelinsky (1998) refers to three different types of 
tools: 

1. Tools Needed to Reduce Real-estate Costs 
2. Tools Needed to Increase Sales and Revenue 
3. Tools Needed to Increase Team Interaction to Reduce R&D Cycle Time 

(Figure 2.2) 
 

 
 
Figure 2. 2 Tools to Develop a Profitable Office 
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What this suggests is a highly mobile and increasingly transient workforce. 
However the rented workspace is non-responsive to this shift, and only corporate 
offices can afford to invest in developing their workplace to this end. 
2.1 Ways of Working 

In one office there are several different types of people. Within a large 
company there is a need for a variety of workspaces available to an office for the 
extroverts, introverts and the occasional exhibitionist. However, in smaller 
companies, with limited funds and space, it is unlikely that every type of worker will 
be accommodated within the office. Thus, within the entire office complex, a variety 
of spaces should be provided. As a smaller company or a new venture it is less 
important to be provided with a signature office, and more important to encourage 
the flexibility and growth of space. Underscoring the potential of a 3rd party hoteling 
office as a suitable building model for modern office development. 

“Organizations go through cycles of centralization and 
decentralization. They need a mix of organizational forms at any 

one time: individuals working on specific tasks, groups of 
individuals coming together for long term projects, or for quick 

decisions.” (Allen and Henn 2007; 14)(Figure 2.3) 

 
To ensure the office is a workable and positive fit for the end user it is 

necessary to understand that putting everyone in a room and expecting them to be 

Figure 2. 3 Types of Organizational Structures 
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able to communicate and be productive will not work. Nor will throwing laptops at 
employees and telling them they have to work at home or on the road without a 
place in the office, any training, or counseling. 
 Elmahadi, Tahir et al. (2011) suggests in Effective Office Environment 
Architecture: Finding Ingenious Ideas in a Home to Stimulate the Office Environment 
using ideas from the home to create an appropriate office space. They postulate that 
current work environments lack interest, comfort, and the element of surprise. After 
conducting a survey of 119 occupants of office buildings in Malaysia, they 
determined that the work place should have an intrinsic social dimension. They 
postulated that this could be achieved by providing a space or communication and 
chance encounters to integrate a social aspect into the physical aspect of the work 
spaces. Surveys also showed that communication was better in open spaces. 

Still, the survey indicated a need for mixed spaces. For social spaces more 
open environments were considered the most effective; while enclosed spaces are 
more effective for private work. Varying heights, widths, and lengths of space while 
moving through public and private spaces in the office will establish a visual rhythm 
simulating moving through a house. Elmahadi et al. (2011) also suggests varying color, 
texture, furnishings, lighting, and room planning to offer an element of surprise in the 
office that can also be found naturally in moving through homes. 

We can surmise that in 2011 it is still important to have effective movement 
through space through linkage and variation in volume to generate movement and a 
visual rhythm of space. This way the office will be able to integrate lifestyle with a 
mixture of private and social spaces. We can also conclude that using multiple 
textures, furnishings, lighting in each space allowing the user to influence the space 
will result in positive response to the work place. These user influences can take the 
form of writing on glass walls, moving furniture, or influencing the façade. 

 

“Ways of working are changing radically. Information technology is 
seeing to that. Based on very new, and very different assumptions 

about the use of time and space, new ways of working are 
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emerging fast. They are inherently more interactive than old office 
routines, and give people far more control over the timing.” (Duffy 

1997; 46)  

Duffy expounds that much of the office work can now be done in ways that 
are mobile, peripatetic, even nomadic, creating a conundrum for upper management 
to effectively communicate and use this new type of worker, and cope with the 
resulting hierarchical changes.  This shift is altering from catering to a handful of 
important managers controlling a vast subservient labor force, to a more complex 
organizational structures weighted, if anything, toward the professional and senior 
management staff. 

Though management has witnessed an influx in the most powerful 
technology today, many are hesitant to incorporate, or are unsure of how to take 
advantage of many of the capabilities that this technology affords. This lack of 
awareness does not necessarily negate the effectiveness of the senior management, 
but it can be something akin to attempting to create a PowerPoint presentation 
without being able to import images or use animation effects. Acknowledging the 
autonomous worker and being able to harness their effectiveness and innovation 
must come through the management level. Autonomous workers have a high degree 
of control and responsibility of their own work process, and are more likely to want 
to control their own working environment.  To understand the workers capabilities, it 
is essential to communicate effectively. “communication… structure hierarchically… 
presents difficulties for coordination and information essentially quashes 
inspiration.”  

Types of Communication in the modern office can be broken down into 
three types. 

1. Communication for coordination 
2. Communication for information – keep up-to-date 
3. Communication for inspiration –creating knowledge 

(Allen and Henn 2007; 15, 27-28) 
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The organizational structure can either harness or hinder the processes of 
communication. A matrix 
organization can lead to a “Battle 
Zone” as people work for different 
bosses. (Allen and Henn 2007) This 
organization often causes tension 
between competing bosses and 
increases the stress on the workers 
caught in the middle if there is 

ineffective communication across 
the company. (Figure 2.4) 
Unfortunately, a change in organizational patterns to eliminate hierarchical barriers is 
unlikely to be applicable to all companies. 

Despite the advances in instant information technology, colleague contact is 
still proven the most effective way to stay up-to-date. Workers tend to communicate 
more readily with those within close physical proximity rather than those with similar 
fields. Unfortunately, when creating a team with various specialties, the longer they 
work together, the members cease seeking new knowledge from outside their 
membership. Effectiveness of teams wanes after 3 years and should be shuffled 
around to re-disperse knowledge and re-activate the effectiveness of their colleague 
communication. (Figure 2.5) The need for human interaction and creative 
programming can be seen in 
market needs, and cross 
disciplinary research. Effective 
cross-disciplinary interaction and 
communication enables amazing 
products and innovations. 

“Awareness through 
communication…research…found 
that 80% of information 

Figure 2. 5 Project Teams 

Figure 2. 4 "Battle Zone" 
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underlying new ideas came through personal communication.” (Allen and Henn 
2007; 88); this awareness is dependent on interaction. The most frequent interactions 
(personal, face-to-face contact necessary to carry out office tasks) are with clients 
and colleagues. Outside of the office workers tend to be more autonomous and their 
interactions are in areas of intermittent occupancy. Both interaction and autonomy 
are strongly correlated because it affects the workers expectation of the layout and 
available work settings. 

Allen and Henn discuss the relationship between physical space and 
organizational structure; and how they interact to influence organizational 
communication patterns. They focused on maximizing the potential of people and 
the way maximizing that potential takes place. (2007; 1-2) Both recommend designing 
separate spaces for concentration and communication. In other words, the physical 
space has a direct impact on the effectiveness of the organizational structure of a 
company. Conversely, physical space can have a negative impact on an organization 
if it impedes the company’s ability to innovate. 

Saari, Tissari et al. (2006) further explored the concept of efficiency in their 
paper The Effect of a Re-Designed Floor Plan, Occupant Density and the Quality of 
Indoor Climate on the Cost of space, Productivity and Sick Leave in an Office 
Building—A Case Study. Through this paper they examined the changes in the 
overall costs of an office when the efficiency of space is increased based on the 
Floor Area per Employee and potential health implications. 

In 1997 Duffy evaluated 20 offices that had an average space index of 
25.7m²/ person. By 2005 Saari, Tissari et al. attributed 20m² to western offices, while 
the eastern average was documented at just over 10m²/ person. Accounting for a 
traditional cubical space with a computer (2.05m x 2.05m) 4m², it can be deduced 
that shared spaces stand at about 13m². Saari et al. (2006) determined that too 
much efficiency can be counterproductive as respiratory illnesses are more difficult 
to contain, and demand larger heat loads. They found that in multi-space offices 
there must be air conditioning and good ventilation to help with the productivity and 
reduce sick leave. 
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Architecturally, the space attributed to work stations in 2005, where desktops 
are standard issue is already significantly less than the late 1900’s where offices were 
still primarily paper driven. The space needed in 2014; where laptops, tablets and 
smartphones are commonly used, and work information is stored on the cloud; it is 
inferable that space needed in the workspace is less than in 2005. Technology has 
given us the ability to layer multiple users in one workspace over a day instead of 
requiring a dedicated space for each employee. In most offices there is already more 
sharing and less private spaces in the work environment. Still, ergonomically a 
dedicated work space must maintain about 4m². But there should be a much larger 
emphasis of the overall workspace dedicated towards shared spaces such as meeting 
rooms, café areas, lounge areas, storage spaces, and exterior break areas. 

The mobility of work, while creating an anywhere-anytime work ideology in 
the newer generations, it has also resulted in several management strategies faux 
pas. CEO’s initially felt that supplying the tech savvy workers with laptops would be 
the end of it, and thus would significantly cut office costs. Human Resources found 
that this was not the case. Telecommuters still need to come into the office for 
meetings, and touch base with their bosses and collaborate on projects. Their lack of 
designated or even appropriated space tends to give them a feeling of dispensability, 
and lowers their loyalty to the company. Or Telecommuters would feel alienated 
due to lack of physical presence in the company, and work more hours than those in 
a traditional office to justify their unconventional working environment. 

When speaking of offices, they are most often categorized into four basic 
organizational structures that best suits the kind of work that the companies do. 
They are as follows and depicted in figure 2.6: 

HIVES: characterized by individual routine process work with low levels of 
interaction and low autonomy. Hive workers tend to be at their work stations for 
long periods of time. Settings are typically uniform, open plan, screened and 
impersonal. 

CELL: concentrated work with little interaction. Workers have intermittent and 
irregular working patterns, often working elsewhere part of the time. Each person 
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occupies either an enclosed room, or a highly screened workstation in a more open-
plan layout.  

DEN: typically highly interactive but not necessarily highly autonomous. They 
are designed on the assumption that individual office workers occupy their ‘own’ 
desks, but tasks tend to be team oriented. The office will have a range of simple 
settings. 

CLUB: knowledge workplaces. The workers are highly autonomous and highly 
interactive. Occupancy of these places tend to be intermittent over an extended 
working day, and they occupy space on an ‘as needed’ basis. The club office has a 
wide range of facilities for open-ended problem solving. 

 
Figure 2. 6 Types of Office Layouts 

Each layout is attributed to, though not confined to various fields of work. 
Hives are typical for telemarketers, data entry, or routine banking, financial and 
administrative operations and basic information services; cells are typical layouts for 
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accountants, lawyers, management, employment consultants, and computer 
scientists. Dens are typical for insurance processing, some media work (radio and TV) 
and advertising. Finally, clubs are typical for advertising and media companies, 
information technology companies, and management consultants. 

“No one organization can be categorized as being completely a hive, cell, 
den or club. Most are combinations. Similarly, the sum of all offices at any one time 
must consist of a proportion of all four types. As time goes on this proportion is 
likely to change.”(Duffy 1997; 67) It is important to remember that these categories 
are only guidelines in terms of space planning the types of space that would need to 
be emphasized for various work processes. But that the way that people work is 
constantly in flux. (Figure 2.7) 

 
Figure 2. 7 Type of Work and Their Spatial Properties 

In Greg Lindsay (2014) September article 6 New Workspaces That are Killing 
the Corporate Campus he points out that the modern office is a relatively recent 
construct. As work becomes digital and accessible anywhere people are looking for 
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alternative ways and places to work, and as a result the working environment is 
evolving. He explains the 6 new workspaces and how they are adapting to people’s 
work process. 

Real Time Offices are based on easily movable furniture so that the set-up 
can change with group projects. Permeable offices feature moving walls for the 
public to ‘walk through’ the work space. While Office Neighborhoods focus on 
developing the surrounding site to appeal to the 24/7 urban lifestyle facilitating work, 
shopping, dining as well as living. The two most prominent working formats currently 
are Office Networks and Office-as-a –Service. Both offer various amenities such as 
printing and cleaning services, fast internet and utilities, conference rooms, coffee 
shops or dining areas, convention of gathering areas in addition to the workspace. 
Thus, providing startups a professional place to conduct business. 

The working environment is evolving, reflecting mobile ways of working 
thanks to laptops, tablets, and smartphones. Requirements for personal space is also 
reduced, though due to ergonomics 4m² per dedicated work space should be 
maintained. Within one working space the separation between co-workers should be 
no more than 25m walking distance to maintain high levels of communication. 

Technology has enabled workers to be layered in one workspace over a day 
rather than requiring dedicated spaces for each employee. Work has shifted towards 
a group interactions, and an emphasis of the overall workspace should have a much 
larger emphasis on ‘large’ centralized shared spaces such as meeting rooms, café 
areas, lounge areas, storage spaces, and exterior break spaces. These spaces are 
broken up with smaller fragmented spaces. 

The spaces should still be linked, but distinguished through a variation in 
volume to generate both movement, and a sense of space. The areas can be further 
defined by varying the textures, furnishings, and lighting to make the office seem less 
artificial. 
2.2 Places of Work 

Suggesting that any design can be the ‘ideal’ solution for the work space is 
naïve.  Attempting to solve all organizational problems through one solution will 
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result in creating an ineffective stereotype that is unable to address the diverse 
needs of the white collar workforce. Any design is a highly situational solution in an 
ever shifting field, and no single business relates exactly to a single unit of space for 
very long. Boundaries are becoming more permeable, and less formal between 
smaller and larger organizations as a response to the new ways of working. 

Areas directly affecting the workplace are as follows: 
1) Unfolding information technology 
2) Unfolding real-estate and settlement patterns 
3) Unfolding employment patterns 
4) Unfolding social patterns. 

(Zelinsky 1998; 105)  
We will address the unfolding information technology in the next section. For 

now, let us focus on real estate and settlement patterns. Alvin Toffer said, 
“Commuting is the single most anti-productive thing we do.” In the current urban 
fabric, it would behoove CEO’s to locate their offices near public transportation. 
Long commutes add to psychological stress, resulting in less enthusiastic and less 
productive workers. Studies show that people are willing to walk up to 800 meters to 
get to a public transport station. Khun Chakrapan Pawangkarat from JLL Thailand 
backs a different number due to Thailand’s hot and humid climate, he says that in 
general walking more than 200 meters is too much. 

Satellite office in a suburban area provides shorter commutes and increases 
the likelihood of finding quality employees in proximity to their workplace. Satellite 
and headquarter offices within the vicinity of public transportation would additionally 
alleviate further stress of commuting to meetings in vehicle clogged streets. Due to 
the increasing mobility of work, it is important for developers to ensure that the 
office is a valuable contribution to the workforce. 

The character of modern offices is determined by the relationship between 
scale, time, and management. “Poor office design is so extensive: space that costs 
too much to run; leases that cannot be escaped from in times of recession; square 
feet that suddenly becomes too abundant or too scarce; cranky building forms that 
makes face-to-face internal communication difficult.” (Duffy 1997; 9) An office 
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complex with flexible leases and temporarily rentable spaces for meetings would 
minimize the cost for the lessor and maximize potential profits for the owner by 
enabling him to capitalize on available space at any time. Khun Ek Buranakul from 
Peoplespace Thailand says that the average lease in Thailand is 3-5 years. Providing 
an office space with short term leasing options is an attractive option for small start-
up business and international companies looking to test the market in Thailand. 

Decisions on where to locate will depend more on ‘Quality of Life’ and the 
environment of that locality. As Europe has the highest quality of office life in the 
world, it would seem that it would be more appropriate to emulate their office 
spaces in future developments. The quality of life in any surrounding area can be 
measured in terms of the public amenities available in proximity (within 800 meters) 
to the main building. (Table 2.2) 

 
Figure 2. 8 Basic Amenities 
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In addition to ensuring that the office is a resource, CEO’s are looking to cut 
wasted time. “Office space will be used more intuitively with less emphasis on 
traditional long term “ownership” of individual workplaces & more flexible & 
shorter-term “ownership” of office space by ever-changing groups…implication is 
that office design & office location will be prompted by highly opinionated, 
intelligent dispersed, & changing users, leading to an increasing demand for similar & 
less centralized offices.” –Edward Lawler, University South Carolina 1995 

Lawler is suggesting that the needs of transient workers may be limited to 
client meetings and group work. Encouraging the autonomy of generation Y workers 
will increase the likelihood of their commitment to their work and the company in 
the long term. Millennials tend to also prefer more transparent and collaborative 
work spaces with a diversity of spaces to communicate and collaborate in. The 
likelihood of a physical office is not altogether necessary for the traditional work 
hours for the younger workforce. 

An office that is available 168 hours a week but occupied for perhaps 20 is a 
luxury that organizations can ill afford. –Harvard Business Review: Hendy 1995 

Not only should a modern office space maximize its tenant-ability, but it 
should also maximize accessibility for its users from 8am-8pm to 24 hours. In 
addition to hoteling office spaces, hoteling shared amenities, within the office 
complex cuts down on wasted space.  The shared amenities is also appealing to new 
or small companies who wish to create a larger and more professional appearance. 

Allen and Henn have noted that the physical space within which people work 
strongly affects what occurs, and can occur in an office. People are much more likely 
to communicate with those in proximity, so a mix of spaces is beneficial to the cross 
pollination of ideas. “both physical and organizational separation between two 
departments reduces communication…While transferring people between two 
departments even physically separated introduces new physical bonds to offset the 
organizational separation.” (Allen and Henn 2007; 67) See figure 2.8 and figure 2.9. 
Vertical separation will have a more severe negative effect on communication based 
on the types of vertical separation. Due to their visual isolation, we quickly forget the 
existence of other floors. These can be negatively or positively influenced by their 
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vertical separations: fire stairs, elevators, escalators, or open stairs. 

 
Figure 2. 9 Organizational Separation Between Two Departments 

 

 
Figure 2. 10 Organizational Separation with Transferred Workers 

Allen and Henn recommended shared facilities every 50 meters, because a 
mere 50 meters separation between people essentially results in the end of regular 
communication. (2007; 63) 
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Social networks and spatial configuration—How office layouts drive social 
interaction by Sailer and McCulloh (2012) collaborated to analyze the spatial 
dimensions of office layouts in knowledge-intensive workplace environments. 
Showed that proximity still gives rise to clustering. And different office layouts still 
correspond with distinct organizational structures, where integrated spaces tend to 
have a higher centrality and livelier work segregated spaces are more private. Their 
research has however shown, that co-workers in 2011 separated more than a 25 
meter walking distance have significantly lower probability of communicating with 
each other. 

It can be concluded then, that the physical proximity of worker interactions 
was reduced with an increase of technology. Thus, to encourage worker interactions 
smaller work spaces should be broken up by large centralized spaces. And within 
one working space, the separation between co-workers should be no more than 25 
meters. 

 
Figure 2. 11 Axis of Communication 
 

To promote less formal interactions there should be shared or common 
spaces. (Figure 2.10) It is common in large offices to employ an axis of connectivity. 
Most commonly referred to as a SPINE. A spine promotes a degree of awareness over 
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large building areas, and enables interaction at every level. In high-rise office spaces 
the spine takes on the form of an atrium. (Figure 2.11) With designing spines, the flow 
of spaces in group areas where activities for groups and individuals can unfold along 
the main axis is important. 

Zelinsky defines an alternative office as a mix of spaces that include 
convertible space, team and activity areas and virtual strategy tool if feasible. Duffy 
encourages more time spent planning a corporate office to make sure the building 
fits them rather than assuming they should fit the building. The new ways of working 
encourage zoning workspaces so that office workers could choose the environment 
that bests suits the task at hand. Allen and Henn advocate transforming closed 
workspaces into open spaces in the pursuit of ‘flexibility’. 

 
Figure 2. 12 Spine 
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The panel systems so favored in the early 90’s were the epitome of 
flexibility. For today’s needs, the panel system is too static and lacks natural 
daylight. Flexibility according to Zelinsky means something on wheels. Yet, in the 
pursuit of flexibility, furniture designers have capitalized by slapping wheels onto 
almost every conceivable piece of furniture. In practice, just because it has wheels 
doesn’t mean the end user will move it on a regular basis. People still move more 
easily and more frequently than any rolling file cabinet. 

The open plan causes noise problems, and designs should employ anti-noise 
technology such as "Noise Cancelation” and “sound masking” to cover up ambient 
noises. Ebissou, Parizet et al. (2014) from France researched the Use of Speech 
Transmission Index for the Assessment of Sound Annoyance in Open-Plan Offices. 
Open-plan offices require employees to work despite the potential of being 
distracted by multiple sound sources. They studied 57 individuals and the effect that 
speech noise has on workers effectiveness. They found that speech noise is 
particularly disruptive in open offices, and performance seemed to decrease when 
speech intelligibility improved. 

Workspaces in 2014 should therefore provide ‘quiet zones’ for focused work, 
or ‘phone booths’ for conversations to help with effective concentrated work as 
suggested by Mahdavi and Unzeitig (2005) in Occupancy Implications of Spatial, 
Indoor-Environmental and Organizational Features of Office Spaces. The design 
should also use a variety of sound-dampening materials to reduce the overall 
transmittance of sound in large work areas. The variety of materials will further 
emulate the home environment to create a simulating workplace as studied in 
Effective Office Environment Architecture by Elmahadi et al. (2011) 
2.3 Technology in the Work Place 

The largest impact on the way that people assimilate information today was the 
invention and propagation of the internet. It caused in social changes that have 
resulted in working changes, but have yet to fully manifest as architectural changes. 
Technology is already altering the workplace, Duffy remarked that with the modern 
personal computers people do not occupy the same space from 9am-5pm 5 days a 
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week, but are choosing when as well as where to work. This opens up a potential 
within the office to occupy different settings. Though the internet and computer 
have considerably condensed the amount of real-estate required for the office, it has 
created a new problem of being able to provide adequate bandwidth as well as 
power outlets for a surplus of end-users. Yeang further postulates that “The 
worldwide computer network & the digital revolution subvert, displace, & radically 
redefine our notions of community life & urban life & the concept of the gathering 
place” (2002; 113) An example would be mobile workers going to the coffee shop. 
Regardless of if their computers are initially fully charged, the first thing that people 
look for is an available power outlet. A similar demand can be further noted in other 
areas of semi-permanence such as airports, libraries, and bookstores. 

With the declining costs of technology, it creates easier access to global 
resources. Many cafés and restaurants now offer free wifi with a purchase from their 
shop, and several people opt to have study sessions and casual business meetings in 
places like True Coffee and Starbucks.  “In theory, the internet is becoming an 
enabler for cyberspace retailing, working, and communicating, thus reducing the need 
for physical space once necessary for such activities.” (Zelinsky 1998; 11) The 
internet may not be the downfall of all commercial spaces, but it has already 
impacted the amount and types of space used. As time goes on, and technology 
continues to alter human interaction, spaces will be directed more towards 
community, rather than individual work. A current example of technology impacting 
the work force are cyber workers, these employees that do not need a permanent 
work station in the office. See figure 2.12. 

 
Figure 2. 13 Work Patterns and Use of Space 
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The virtual corporation is not for everyone. And though virtual meetings can 
be held at any time inexpensively, they are still not the most popular method for 
meetings. Various communication structures have emerged and are affecting the 
workforce in response to the implementation of mobile technology. 

The Adoption of Three New Types of Computers in Taiwan: Tablet PCs, 
netbooks, and Smartphones was written by Li (2014). In his paper, he explored the 
adoption of technology in Taiwan and the causes as well as their specialization. Li 
found that “media” and “lifestyle” were a higher indicator of adoption than “work”. 
The result of the adoption of technology is new ways of thinking about how we 
work. Through intensive interviews he found that Tablet PC’s, netbooks, and 
smartphones were an indicator of lifestyle influenced by mass media. 

Park, Rhoads et al. (2014) investigate the factors that affect employee’s 
acceptance and use of teleconferencing systems in the business setting in their paper 
Understanding the Acceptance of Teleconferencing Systems Among Employees: An 
Extensions of the Technology Acceptance Model. In a two part blind survey they 
evaluated the comfort of individuals from several companies with using 
teleconferencing. Teleconferencing can streamline business affairs by reducing the 
costs and time associated with travel, allowing communication without the need to 
be co-located. Some teleconferencing platforms allow sharing of documents and 
notes via whiteboards and other similar interfaces. Individual can choose to 
communicate through a variety of platforms. When co-location is not feasible, it best 
simulates face-to-face communication in allowing users to see and hear one another. 

To support this in the office there needs to be a dedicated space for a 
reliable internet connection, and a large server to support users as determined 
previously in papers by Li (2014), Chung, Lee et al. (2014), and Mahdavi and Unzeitig 
(2005). IT Support staff should be located where they are easily accessible by long 
term and transient users to facilitate the use of the facility and multi-media 
technology. 

The importance of IT knowledge is rapidly growing in modern society. In order 
for corporations to survive in the current job market, there should be a disbanding of 
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brand buildings that are monumental to the companies in favor of dispersed offices 
in “suburban” locations. 

Despite the increasingly efficient ability to communicate remotely, people 
still need to interact with other people. “Technology has extended the global reach 
of those who transact such businesses and  so has reinforced the status of world 
cities” (Yeang 2002; 203) There is still a continued need for office space despite the 
increasing prevalence of technology, though it may seem absurd in the 21st century. 
Allen and Henn (2007) say that as we continue to submerse ourselves in 
communication through modern media, it will become more obvious that it seldom 
substitutes for a face-to-face meeting. Instead the use of different media is more 
likely to be used to augment real life meetings and vice versa. We are more likely to 
reach out to someone via the phone if we talk to each other on a regular basis in 
person. As such, technology is not likely to replace human contact so spaces for 
people to work and thrive in the virtually inundated offices are imperative. 

Job Performance Through Mobile Enterprise systems: The Role of 
Organizational Agility, Location Independence, and Task Characteristics by Chung et 
al. (2014) examines how job performance and organizational agility is associated with 
the perceived ease of use of technology. Research estimate that by 2016, 350 million 
workers will be using smartphones for business purposes. The increased mobility of 
workers and Mobile Enterprise Systems (MES) allow for workers to remotely access 
and update enterprise databases from any location at any time. The 21st century 
worker has entered into an anytime, anywhere workplace. 

This change in the working culture suggest a higher need for collaborative 
spaces as suggested by Saari et al. (2006), Chung et al. (2014) evaluation of 
smartphones pervading the workforce supplements Li (2014) paper in Taiwan, 
supporting the inference of a higher need for outlets in semi-transient spaces as well 
as a dedicated space for fast internet connection and a large server to support the 
end users. 

There is still no appropriate media through which to conduct meetings, 
enabling the participants to evaluate opinions on the fly, gauge reactions as they 
attempt to cajole and persuade in negotiating deals. Most video conferencing is of 
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insufficient resolution to simulate the same perception available in a face-to face 
encounter. There are additional drawbacks as technical problems may arise, 
communication may drop out or be delayed in time, and video conferencing is 
restricted to formally scheduled meetings. Communication for information and 
inspiration are seldom conveyed in these settings. Even though IT allows for greater 
flexibility in terms of immediate locations, the centers for activity will remain within 
larger towns with good linkages to facilitate communication. In the end, people still 
need people. 

Allen and Henn (2007) defined an “intelligent building” as a successful 
integration of building management, space management, and business management. 
While Yeang (2002) postulated  that combining the office with other amenities would 
be more economical. Turning the office into a place to socialize with fellow workers. 
It seems unlikely that electronic technology will make offices obsolete. 

Another emerging trend in office design is what is being branded as 
‘sustainable and ‘ecological’.  Bay and Ong (2006) caution that we avoid assembling 
all the eco-gadgets such as solar panels, biological recycling systems, building 
automation systems etc. into one building and expect it to instantaneously become 
ecological architecture. The other misconception is that if a building gets a higher 
rating on a green-rating system it is sustainable. The rating system creates a paradigm 
of architects and developers pushing an agenda for corporate offices towards rating 
systems rather than finding a suitable design for the occupants. 

A side effect of ignoring occupants’ behavior is designing them “out of 
participant because they cannot be trusted”. Buildings designed this way tend not to 
allow human intervention, causing the owners to revert to energy wasteful practices 
to achieve comfort. It is thus advisable that developers and designers attempt to 
allow for multiple ways to achieve comfort in an office space. Sustainable decisions 
that are accessible to the end user can be simple. They can take the form of things 
such as operable windows and blinds, control over their AC units and lighting. One of 
the most immediately understandable features of ecological design for the tenant is 
lighting. This can be influenced by double skinned facades, day lighting, artificial 
lighting, and shading systems. 
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To refine the conditions of building in tropical climates, academic papers with 
studies done in Malaysia were selected due to its proximity and similarity to Bangkok, 
Thailand. Shameri, Alghoul et al. (2013) collaborated to write Daylighting 
Characteristics of Existing Double-Skin Façade Office Buildings in Malaysia. They 
studied the reduction of energy costs through the implementation of a Double Skin 
Façade (DSF) By comparing 12 buildings internationally and evaluating their 
effectiveness. The cavity between the two facades should be between 0.2m and 2m, 
and should be naturally or mechanically ventilated. 

To apply the principles of this paper to Bangkok, the day-lighting levels in 
transient spaces should be higher to create a more active circulation. It also endorses 
veranda spaces 1.5m-2m in width to be used as the DSF to allow for appropriate 
shading and ventilation in between workspaces. These veranda spaces can be used 
as informal meeting and lounge spaces for office workers. 

In Malaysia to displace the electric lighting demands Shahriar and Mohit 
(2007) wrote: Estimating Depth of Daylight Zone and PSALI for Side Lit Office Spaces 
Using CIE standard General Sky. They predict the depth of the daylight zone and 
Permanent Supplementary Artificial Lighting of Interiors (PSALI) in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. The acceptable values for office work is between 300lx and 500lx. Using an 
average of interiors of several high rise offices to determine the penetration of 
daylight in Kuala Lumpur. Where the average interiors floor to false ceiling were 
2.63m, the depth of the floor plate is 16m and the sill height is 0.71m with tinted 
glazing; the penetration of daylight is as follows: 

Minimum 300lx at 3.5m and 500lx 3m 
Maximum North and South: 8m -85.m 
Maximum East and West: 9.7m-9.8m 
Using these parameters we can estimate the probable penetration of daylight 

in an office space adhering to the same dimensions. Though it is possible to use 
these as a starting point for the office spaces, we are unable to apply the same 
parameters for shared spaces, as the volumetric differences varying with task will 
change the penetration of daylight. Using Shahriar and Mohit’s data we can 
determine that using a DSF, the veranda on the East and West sides should be 
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deeper than those on the North and South due to the sun path over this part of the 
hemisphere. 

Occupants Interaction with Electric Lighting and Shading Systems in Real 
Single Occupied Offices: Results from a Monitoring Campaign by Silva, Leal et al. 
(2013) compare observed behavior with predictions found commonly in literature on 
the use of electric lighting and shading for 8 private workspaces in Switzerland. There 
two month survey period uncovered that occupants traditionally set their ‘ideal’ 
office environment upon arrival to the office regardless of natural environmental 
decisions. For occupants that are sensitive to the natural environmental conditions, 
manually controlled electric lights will only be switched off when light levels are 
above 500lx. Otherwise use of electrical lighting is driven more by occupant profile 
than lighting and related to the occupant’s arrival and departure. 

These three papers suggest that for a modern office, an automated system 
started at the arrival of occupants and ending their departure would be the most 
effective use of shading. The primary shading device should be integrated into the 
façade, and separate from the secondary shading device. The secondary shading 
device would be primarily controlled by the end users. 

The places of work should reflect the appropriate climactic region. For the 
tropical south-east Asian countries that deal with warm climates, sun year round and 
a heavy rainy season, proper shading should be employed. A veranda space 1.5-2m 
deep should be used at the office to allow for appropriate shading and ventilation 
between work spaces. The veranda on the east and west sides should be deeper 
than those on the north and south sides due to the sun path in this part of the 
hemisphere. 

Technology has transformed the working mindset to an anytime/anywhere 
workplace. It can be inferred that there is a higher need for outlets in the semi 
transient spaces as well as a need of dedicated space for servers for a fast internet 
connection. Staff in the office should be able to support those in need of multi-
media assistance, and be located in a visible and accessible space.  
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2.4 Literature Review Conclusion 

Literature review has revealed various areas of consideration when attempting 
to develop a future office complex. The largest impact on the way that people 
consume information today is the internet; and with declining costs of technology, it 
provides easy access to a global resource. Despite the advances in instant 
information technology, colleague contact is still proven the most effective way to 
stay up-to-date. However, mobile technology such as laptops, netbooks, tablets and 
smartphones allows for a more flexible workspace without the need for a large 
desktop computer. We are thus able to layer multiple users in one workspace over a 
day instead of requiring dedicated space for each employee. Dedicated workspaces 
should maintain about 4m², but shared spaces should have much larger emphasis in 
the overall workspaces; and workers in the same office should be no more than 25m 
apart. 

The smaller technology still needs power, so there is a higher demand for 
outlets in semi-transient spaces as well as the need for a dedicated space for fast 
internet connection and a large server to support users. There should also be staff to 
facilitate teleconference meetings and related IT affairs in the office, a highly visible 
designated area ideally the same as the reception area. 

Information technology has dramatically impacted ways of working. Due to 
the increasing mobility of work, developers must ensure that the office itself is a 
valuable resource. Developers should attempt to allow maximum user intervention 
in the office so that they are able to achieve professional creativity and personal 
comfort. Offices should use multiple textures, furnishings, and lighting throughout to 
make each space seem less artificial, and allow for user influence in shared areas 
such as the ability to write on glass or erasable walls, and move furniture. Users 
should at minimum have control over the lighting and temperature of the room by 
giving them access to individual AC units, operable windows, blinds, and dimmable 
light sources. Daylighting levels in transient spaces should be higher to create a more 
active circulation, and veranda spaces (1.5m-2m deep) should be used as the DSF for 
appropriate shading and ventilation in between workspaces. Thus, the primary 
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shading device is integrated into the façade, and the secondary shading device can 
be influenced by the users. An automated system started at the arrival of occupants 
and ending at their departure would be most effective for conserving energy, and 
provide appropriate lighting for work. 

A smaller company or new venture values the potential flexibility and growth 
of a space over branding, and would be a prime market for office complex leases 
based off of a hoteling concept. There is already a higher emphasis on sharing spaces 
and less on private spaces in the working environment, but there should be a 
variation of the volume of spaces to denote the hierarchy. The ‘large’ centralized 
spaces should also be broken up with fragmented private spaces such as ‘quiet 
zones’ or ‘telephone booths’ for focused work. Workers are able to choose the 
appropriate space for their work at that time. Shared spaces should not only consist 
of official meeting areas, but also spontaneous ones to provide satisfaction with the 
quality of communication amongst workers. 
The office should also be accessible to users 24 hours a day or at the very least 
extended, to accommodate the mobile worker who does not subscribe to traditional 
office hours. The extended hours would also maximize the potential occupancy of a 
work space. IT has enabled a greater flexibility in terms of potential locations for 
work, but it has conversely resulted in a higher urban density to accommodate face-
to-face activity. The resulting urban fabric makes offices located within proximity (800 
meters) to public transportation more appealing. Office complexes in the suburban 
area would provide shorter commutes, and reduce the psychological stress resulting 
from traffic causing more enthusiastic and productive workers. 
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Chapter III RESEARCH STUDY 
APPLICATION TO THAILAND 

The paragraphs below summarize the 
evaluation of research using Bangkok, 
Thailand as the model city for the study. The 
key criteria for consideration in potential 
design solutions are as follows: 

1. Transportation Infrastructure 
2. Climate 
3. Zoning and Regulations 
4. Working Culture 
5. Existing and Available 

Communication Technology 
Thailand has many spots where the population density is less than 75 people 

per square kilometer, but Bangkok has more than 1,000 people per square kilometer. 
(Figure 3.1) This urban density is the highest concentration in Thailand, and has 
generated intense social connections. However, these dense environments tend to 
generate excess stress on humans when not planned properly, ideally producing 
extensive zoning plans by the government. One of the unique things about 
Bangkok’s city is it has developed mostly organically, resulting in the possibility of 
high rent properties next to large slums. According to Oran Sakkayarojkul, the Director 
of national and Regional Planning Bureau, this patchwork of urban sprawl came from 
a series of rapid urban expansions and a growing population. As a result, open spaces 
and more tropical forms of architecture have given way to the international style for 
their easy of assembly and high-density applications. 

Political jurisdiction precedents have negated any hope for easy urban 
planning solutions. Various political factions and their pressure groups are hanging on 
to control over previously granted dominions, including the mass-transit networks 
and utilities such as telecommunications. As a result, Bangkok and its metropolitan 

Figure 3. 1 Thailand Population Density Map 
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areas are expanding rapidly with little semblance of comprehensive urban planning 
that will ensure a high sustainable 
quality of life for its citizens. The 
Cabinet, however, has tried to 
regulate the urban growth by 
mandating the Department of 
Public Works and Town & Country 
Planning (DPT) to develop an urban 
plan to govern all areas throughout 
the country over the next 50 years; 
yet the National Spatial 
Development Plan, is now facing 
revision with ASEAN integration by 
2015. 
3.1 Transportation Infrastructure: 
Transformation from Centralized 
to Decentralized. 

Urban development greeted the 
opportunity for more inward 
migration to support many smaller 
businesses and mobile trades (Duffy 
1997; 51) This is evident in 
Bangkok’s colorful street life, where 
the initially generous sidewalks are 
cramped with street hawkers and 
food vendors. This compounds the 
problem of urban congestion by 
placing many obstacles in the way 
of pedestrian movement. 

Figure 3. 2 Bangkok Transportation Overlay 
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Building higher office tower blocks in the city center only exacerbates the 
problem as the population density rises. Instead, investors should take advantage of 
the organic urban sprawl of Bangkok, creating multiple suburban hubs to act as nodal 
city centers. Khun Chakrapan Pawangkrat (2014) from JLL Thailand has noted that 
there has been concentrated development towards a new hub of commerce in 
Bangkok in the Rangsit area in the last 5 years.  

 These hubs would in turn be connected to the existing city center via mass 
transit, negating the need for driving to work, or a meeting, thus reducing traffic 
congestion issues. Both the BTS and MRT have extensive plans for future 
development in the surrounding suburban sprawl, but due to corruption and 
different ownership of both lines future development is slow going. It would be 
prudent to build immediate projects along the existing lines, in their more suburban 
areas going from On Nut, the previous end of the BTS line towards Bearing, the new 
end of the BTS. 

Due to the chronic unplanned growth of Bangkok, different urban sectors 
have sprung up in a very organic manner. (DPT) This has created a long commute 
situation with little to no emphasis on the mass transit system. Office of Transport 
and Traffic Policy and Planning says that 2014 will be the worst for traffic congestion 
due to the sharp increase in the number of vehicles and the construction of several 
mega-projects. As of 31 October, 2012 the number of vehicles in the greater Bangkok 
area was 7,384,934 which was an increase of 535,721 vehicles from the end of 2011. 

Traffic conditions in Bangkok are very unpredictable, and generally speaking, 
extremely bad. Therefore workers have a high risk of either arriving early or late. Most 
of the time Bangkok residents will understand that in some cases, unforeseen traffic 
prevents you from arriving on time on an occasional basis. But workers who took a 
survey by Verluyten (1997) generally prefer to chance arriving early rather than late. 
Because of traffic, Thais prefer to work later in the evening rather than early in the 
morning. 
 Most of the land in Bangkok is off of small soi’s with two or three lanes of 
traffic averaging somewhere between 9-12 meters. Suburban Office Complexes for 
rent in Bangkok would provide alternative spaces and a higher quality of life in 
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comparison to the inner city. Giving the option of shorter commutes on a regular 
basis, and if situated near mass transit stations they would be able to go to meetings 
in the business district with little difficulty, leaving their cars at the suburban office, 
or better yet, within walking distance of home. 
3.2 Climate 

 Thailand is a tropical country with three seasons; the cool or dry season, the 
hot season, and the rainy season. (Figure 3.3) In central Thailand, the cool season 
lasts from December to February, followed by the hot season from March to June 
where temperatures can get as high as 40º C and is quite humid. The rainy season 
lasts from July to mid-November. Though it is still hot, the rains bring some relief in 
the late afternoon, and usually lasts for only a few hours. Storms can be quite heavy 
and accompanied with gusty winds. These sudden downpours can cause flash 
flooding as many parts of Bangkok are resting on what used to be the floodplain, and 
have poor drainage systems. 
What wind there is travels from 
the South West, across central 
Thailand. 
 In order to reduce energy 
costs for an office building, the 
easiest solution would be to run 
only those operating costs for 
areas that are in use. The 
traditional office towers tend to 
run towards glass towers with 
central air-conditioning systems. 
In a tropical climate, these 
building types take more energy 
to keep running at comfortable 
levels. Generally this is 
disregarded as a negligible Figure 3. 3 Bangkok Annual Weather Summary -- World Wide 

Weather Online 
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operating cost, but the sealed glass towers also reduce indoor environmental quality. 
 Smaller office blocks, with user operable permeations in the façade and a 
mix of interior and exterior spaces will not only reduce the operations costs, but 
provide an often needed change in environment for the end users. Due to the 
tropical climate, adequate shading and the creation of micro-climates is needed for 
comfortable exterior spaces. Building construction and open design used in a tropical 
climate may have to be altered for cooler climates and different energy saving 
methods employed. 
3.3 Zoning and Regulations 

Thailand does not have an effective national building code. Rather, their 
regulations are scattered across several different ministries. Currently, the building 
regulations are issued under the Thai Ministerial Regulations on Building Control, and 
are controlled by over 200 ministerial regulations related to building control. In 
addition, there are regulations issued under the Energy Conservation Act that relate 
buildings and building development. On top of the national laws, local 
administration agencies may also issue different ordinances with stricter 
requirements. 

In spite of Thailand agreeing to the Energy Conservation Act, regulation and 
enforcement of building codes is slow, and corruptible. Yet many conscious 
designers and large business owners looking to cut costs are grasping at several 
different assessment methods in hopes of creating better buildings. Though there is 
yet to be a dominant rating system, Green Label Program, Green Leaf Hotel, TREES, 
TEEAM, PCD, TGBI and LEED are all battling for dominance. 

In order to get a return on investment, due to the fluctuating zoning 
regulations, it is better to invest in immediately developable areas and not try to go 
for long term development. For example, it is wiser to build along existing mass 
transit routes instead of projected ones. The Bangkok Rail Mass Transit plans, 
finalized in 2004 were scheduled to be finished by 2015, including extending the 
existing lines, and opening a purple, orange, dark read, and light read lines. None of 
these lines have opened, and the extensions of the existing lines are still in progress.
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3.4 Culture of Thai White-Collar Workers 
Thailand’s rapid economic growth has turned it into a country where many 

foreign companies do business, invest, and set up joint ventures. This business 
involves an intercultural communication as the Thai worker’s values and 
communicative style are very different from their own. S.Paul Verluyten realized that 
this can lead to potential misunderstandings between Thai and foreign counterparts 
and wrote “some cultural Aspects of Thai Companies, with Recommendations for 
Westerners” in hopes of increasing cultural understanding. 

The representation of cultures in international and cross cultural 
management: Hybridizations of management cultures in Thailand and Israel by 
(Shimoni 2011) studies management in multinational corporations (MNCs), and local 
management cultures in Sweden and the US. They interview several managers raging 
from the age of 30 to 50 who have previously held at least three managerial 
positions prior to the time of the interview. MNC’s impose their management 
cultures on their local offices, while local managers attempt to keep the values that 
are culturally highly regarded while simultaneously adopting the MNC’s resulting in a 
hybridization of management. 

The intercultural management practices can take a few forms. The first is 
intercultural interaction, which can refocus attention on interactions among people 
of different nations. The multicultural approach attempts to break down the 
boundaries between cultures that arise from the competitive pressure of the 
company and the increase in globalization; they attempt to involve workers with a 
variety of backgrounds in community based activities to increase creativeness and 
competitiveness. The last form that Shimoni discusses is hybridization. Hybridization 
recognizes various cultures within the same space. The key criticism of this approach 
in practice is that it assumes the pre-existence of a pure and stable culture rather 
than the adaptive and ever-changing reality of it. 

Thai managers have an overall positive view towards the MNC’s. The primary 
cited benefit to their companies being that it brings new technology and techniques 
to Thailand. There is dissatisfaction however in the MNC’s management impositions. 
Thai managers feel that the MNC’s attempt to change the core values of Thai 
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people, namely their ‘politeness’. Thai people have a desire to compromise and 
work together to make all of the decisions. Their desire to work ‘together’ means 
that companies should provide group work desks even for individual tasks. They 
value the harmonious relationships between people, going as far as internalizing their 
own feelings for others to save face. 
 Verluyten (1997) noted that Thai white collar workers have a different scale 
of cultural values than most European companies, and hold an emphasis on ‘cool-
heartedness’ (jai yen) as a way to interact with co-workers. Through surveys 
Verluyten noted in general, Thai workers are hesitant to display contrary emotions 
and try to go with the flow. The emphasis on harmonious interpersonal relationships 
generates a need for face saving and indirect communication patterns. There is also 
an emphasis on strict social hierarchy and respect (kwamkrengjai) of the ‘inferior’ 
towards the superior. And business is kept separate from family aside from the top-
level management where they are often related. Family comes before business. 
 Intachakra (2011), a student from Thammasat University in Bangkok, further 
studied the effect of kwamkrengjai (KKJ) in her paper Politeness motivated by the 
‘heart’ and ‘binary rationality’ in Thai Culture. Intachakra discussed the potential 
integration of politeness from different cultures to further enable better global 
communication. The problem in overall company management is that the definition 
of politeness is driven primarily by Western languages, individualism, rationality and 
market economy. This means that there is a motivation to be polite, and disregards 
the ‘rapport-oriented’ rationality. 
 Intachakra further explains that KKJ is criticized by non-Asian and non-Thais as 
irrational, impractical, and at times even impolite. Thais in contrast, have a disinterest 
in interactions based solely on task-focused goals; emphasizing instead interpersonal 
connections and relationship maintenance interactions. For Thai’s KKJ is not merely 
an attitudinal representation, but are deeply ingrained social obligations of younger 
to elders, subordinate to superiors (ect.) to discouraging self-indulgence. 
 KKJ is often misinterpreted by non-Thai’s as there is no equivalent word or 
phrase in English. And Thai’s are expected to carry out KKJ practices throughout their 
life, both in formal situations and informal situations to show their concern for 
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others. Where western cultures may feel that politeness is about voicing their 
concerns about a particular work issue, KKJ in Thai culture is about saving the ‘face’ 
of others by not speaking their mind. KKJ can manifest architecturally through the 
distribution and organization of dedicated work spaces within the social hierarchy. 
Khun Ek Buranakul notes that this usually takes the form of a larger or separate office 
for the owner of the company.  
 Traffic in Bangkok has affected the outlook of the worker, inciting them to 
leave the house several hours before the workday traditionally starts to either avoid 
morning gridlock, or at the very least prevent being late. In contrast to general work, 
meetings tend to start later than the appointed time, but usually no later than 
meetings in Western countries. Verluyten explains that negotiations are a lengthy 
process where process takes precedence over content. First meetins are used as a 
getting to know you period, to produce good humor, smiles, and plenty of polite 
conversation with few actual results; and the second meeting usually includes a 
meal invitation.(1997; 6) 
 What makes the Thai white-collar worker unique is their consumerist culture. 
Several times during the workday they will take ‘coffee breaks’, which do not consist 
of going to the office kitchen and grabbing a quick cup of joe. Rather, these breaks 
are when the workers will leave the building and go to the Talat Wat (local street 
market) and may not include coffee at all. At the very least the workers will exit the 
building for lunch, and visit the street stalls to buy little things on their way back. 
The result is a hectic street life where sidewalks are jammed with small stalls of 
street vendors selling anything from food and drink, to clothing, or accessories for 
you or your smart phone. Thai’s find this break as fulfilling, if not more so, than a 
cup of coffee or a cigarette break. 
 Indirect communication style, coupled with requirements for breaks during 
the day, contribute to lengthen the decision-making process, which can slow down 
productivity. The combined effect of technological change and globalization has 
resulted in the significant intensification of work in Bangkok. (Holmes and Ryan 
January 2009; 3) Intensification can be noted in the increasing number of hours 
people are working, and the degree to which work now spills over into leisure time. 
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Thai white-collar workers spend at least 8 hours a day in centrally air-conditioned 
office towers that are kept at glacial temperatures to combat the tropical heat. With 
an additional 2 hours minimum of total commute time from their homes to the city 
center, workers are spending an average of 10 hours a day on their job. 
 Spending such a long time on a job calls into question the satisfaction of 
their workers. Chaiprasit and Santidhirakul (2011) investigated this issue in their paper 
Happiness at Work of Employees in Small and Medium-sized Enterprises, Thailand. 
They study the factors affecting happiness to determine the success of SMEs 
business in Thailand. They studied 300 different businesses equally drawn from the 
manufacturing industry, the service industry, and the commercial sector. As 
businesses in Thailand are predominately driven by SMEs (73 percent in the industrial 
sector) it seemed like practical assessment of the overall job satisfaction. Chaiprasit 
and Santidhirakul used 5 factors to determine the happiness of workers: 

1. Job Inspiration 
2. The Organization’s shared values 
3. Relationships 
4. Quality of Work Life 
5. Leadership 
They believe that happiness is when it doesn’t feel like work, it is efficient, 

and achieves goals and both a personal and organizational level. Through their 
assessment, they have determined that age and education level have no impact on 
the 5 factors. 

Three factors affect Thai employee’s happiness. The first is relationship, 
related to interaction and group bonding. The second is the quality of work life. This 
refers to their relationship between the work environment, their feeling of personal 
participation, and humanization by the business their working for. The final factor 
affecting their happiness is a feeling of leadership in the company. Thai workers feel 
that the leaders should create happiness for personnel via motivation, awareness, 
and a sense of dedication. 

Creating happiness at work does not necessarily mean spending money, but 
rather creating a friendly atmosphere. The office building then should address the 
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three factors affecting their happiness to help facilitate a good working environment. 
Relationship can be addressed through providing spaces that can facilitate easy 
communication and group bonding. Improving the quality of work life and leadership 
can be attained through visually connected spaces. 
3.5 Existing and Available Communication Technology 

 Thailand is a quick assimilator of new technology, however it is slow in 
implementing regulatory practices for the technology it adopts. This causes sluggish 
announcements, unclear development plans, and sluggish development. Within the 
last ten years, mobile personal technology has not only made drastic advances, but 
has also has become increasingly affordable. The white-collar workforce is now 
armed with not only a personal computer (often times a laptop), but also a tablet 
and smart phone. These mobile devices are rapidly becoming a major computing 
platform, and all of this this technology is available at your fingertips at all times. 
During recent years, mobile cellular telephone ownership has grown due to the 
communication price wars of 2004-2005, which pushed prices down as low as 0.25 
Bhat/minute. (Bangkok Post, 2002) In general, slightly over half of the Thai population 
owns more than one phone. Smart phones enable workers to be reached at any 
time, while also allowing them to check their e-mail, surf the internet, and play 
increasingly involved games at any place or time. This has generated a new mobile 
culture of social media, which Thailand has embraced. The new mobile culture has 
created the opportunity for the decentralization of the work force. 
 While the white-collar workforce has access to a personal computer and 
internet, they are still wasting time on long commutes to a central office location. 
There are many ways of sharing files over the internet, in addition to company 
networks so that computers are able to access shared files and the same library of 
information. There is also Cloud storage for web-based storage, enabling users to 
access their files from any computer that has internet access. 
 A multitude of communication applications that run using the internet, such 
as Instant Messenger, and programs like Skype allow not only text based chatting, 
but voice and video calls; creating a platform for impromptu teleconferences to 
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discuss problems in a shifting work place. There are also several different free screen-
sharing programs such as join.me and Screenleap to enabling online meetings and 
work to be done on the same issue by two people in different locations at the same 
time. These advances in technology should not be used as a replacement for face-
to-face communication. 
 In the next decade, both mobile and digital technologies are going to 
continue to advance and be sold for lower prices, enabling broader access of 
information from more places. The faster and greater amount of information 
dissemination has enabled larger companies like PTT to decentralize their offices, the 
branch offices being closer to the local amenities. Fragmentation of people and 
information in Bangkok will give the white-collar workforce freedom to move. 
“Communication technology will also help in the decentralization process, enabling 
the branch offices to keep in touch with the main offices, and to better assist their 
local clientele.” (Holmes and Ryan January 2009) 

As demand pushes the telephone companies like TOT Public Company 
Limited and True Corporation to increase their broadband capacity to accommodate 
the larger computing programs on wireless devices. “This means that a National 
Broadband plan is needed in Thailand to develop the new Information 
Communication Technology policy.” (Santipaporn 2010) Implementing and updating 
the national broadband will enable Thailand to stay current and take advantage of 
new social communication technology, in addition to remaining competitive 
internationally.  
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Chapter IV OFFICE SPACE USAGE STUDY 

In order to verify the findings in the literature review section, and their 
applicability to the working environment in Bangkok, it was necessary to see what 
kind of co-working spaces are being offered. Many transient workers favor coffee 
shops. But for extended and regular working sessions they can feel too crowded, 
noisy, the comfy chairs aren’t suited for spreading out your work, and the WiFi can 
be unreliable.  

I searched instead for the types of leasable office space that are available to 
SMEs, start-ups, and freelance expats. 
4.1 Wisdom 

4.1.1 Summary: 

A traditional leased space in an office tower by one company. Wisdom 
Strategic Consultancy Co. Ltd. is a consulting and solution firm for the development, 
organization, and management of other companies. 

 
4.1.2 Location: 

Wisdom is in Lake Rajada Office Complex, situated between Asok BTS Station 
and the Queen Sirikit National Convention Center MRT Station, within 1 km of each. 
The two separate approaches are along two different sois. The main approach along 
a road with 4 lanes of traffic, and the second along a tree lined soi 

. 
4.1.3 Target User Profile: 

A single white collar company occupied space. Intended for knowledge 
oriented work. 

 
4.1.4 Building: 

The building is a traditional office tower with low security. The leased space is 
in the middle of the building floor plate, and as a result only the meeting room has 
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access to views outside. The front of the office is lined with glass to allow for the 
opportunity for views. Unfortunately, this glass wall flanks a narrow dark granite 
hallway failing to contribute towards the natural lighting of the office space, and in 
the end, the tenants have covered most of this wall in shelving. The open plan 
office accommodates about 10 workers and the meeting room about 6. The 
arrangement of desks are mini islands facing towards the center of the room where a 
center table can be used as a guest workspace, a group workspace, or most 
commonly, the snack table. The office has its own bathroom/shower, and a 
kitchenette, with one 4m² room dedicated to IT and general storage.  

 

 
Figure 4. 1 Wisdom Program Diagram 

 
4.1.5 Assessment in Thailand: 

 The single occupied office space is representative type of the white collar 
workforce in Bangkok. Where the initial space is predominantly unaltered by the 
tenant over their 3-5 year lease. 
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4.2 Peoplespace 

4.2.1 Summary: 

A traditional leased space in an office tower by one company. The company 
focuses on efficiency workplace design, facilities planning, and saving space. Initially 
established in 2004 in the UK, peoplespace has opened a separate branch in 
Thailand. 

 
4.2.2 Location: 

People space is located in the ninth Towers Grand Rama 9 building on the 
17th floor. 500m from the Param 9 MRT station no more than a 7 min walk. It is 
located in the dense urban landscape, surrounded by large shopping centers. 

 
4.2.3 Target User Profile: 

A single white collar company occupied space. Intended for knowledge 
oriented work. 

 
4.2.4 Building: 

The building is a traditional office tower with high security and the office is on 
the perimeter of the floor plate. The space itself is designed for a small company of 
no more than 15 people and broken up into 4 separate areas in two spaces. The first 
space is collaborative, and the second is dedicated work areas.  

There is a reception desk to the left as you walk in the door, guests need to 
be buzzed in. To the right is a formal meeting area facilitating meetings for 8 people 
and equipped with a projector, white boards, and tack walls for presentation or 
brainstorming sessions. Straight back is the community space, broken up into three 
areas, a lounge area, a casual work area, and a kitchenette area for snacks, breakfast, 
coffee or even beers after work.  

To the back is the dedicated work space, but even these are arranged in a 
group desk to re-enforce the sense of company community. 
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4.2.5 Assessment in Thailand: 

Designed for a single company the space caters to group and creative work 
while taking into consideration the Thai cultural needs within the office. 
4.3 Regus 

4.3.1 Summary: 

REGUS is a multinational corporation providing office accommodations in 
business centers around the world. REGUS provides fully furnished and serviced 
offices, virtual offices, meeting, conference and training rooms, as well as 
videoconferencing to clients on a contract basis. They are the largest provider of 
flexible work space planning in 85 countries, and have over 1,100 business centers. 

 
4.3.2 Location: 

In Bangkok they currently have 11 different business centers, all located near 
public transportation both MRT and BTS. The distance ranges from 42m and a 1 min 

walk from the station to up to 700m and a 10 min walk from the nearest station. 

 
Figure 4. 2 Regus building locations in Bangkok. --REGUS website. 
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4.3.3 Target User Profile: 

REGUS attempts to accommodate every type of worker, and promote their 
space by marketing a removal of the burden of property ownership and 
management while paying ‘only for the space they use’. Offering full or part-time 
space, on short or extended terms for as long as needed. (day, month, year) REGUS 
appeals more to the traveling businessmen than to the small and start-up 
businesses. 

 
4.3.4 Buildings: 

REGUS does not develop any of the buildings that they own. Rather, they 
lease from pre-existing buildings, use third party designers to renovate the spaces to 
their company design and build standards, and sublet to third-parties. The 
renovations are to provide consistency in their ‘branding’. Their offices can 
accommodate from 1-500 workers in a tenant space. 

 
4.3.5 Assessment in Thailand: 

REGUS is having difficulty expanding into Bangkok. Its international branding 
standards have created a higher lease costs than is found in other locations in 
Bangkok, even after renovation. (Buranakul 2014) Small businesses are not as 
interested in the brand that REGUS has created, and expats seem to be looking for a 
more local flavor in their work spaces. REGUS seems to gain the most traction with 
the transient international clients. They are currently working with peoplespace to 
see what they can do to improve their offices. 
4.4 Hubbah 

4.4.1 Summary: 

HUBBAH claims to be Bangkok’s first co-working space for technology and 
creative startups. They offer three office spaces for rent on a monthly basis (4,400 
bhat), desks daily (260 bhat). The second floor is able to host private gatherings such 
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as seminars of brainstorm sessions. Their main goal is to create and encourage a 
culture of entrepreneurism in Bangkok. 

 
4.4.2 Location: 

HUBBAH is located near the Ekkamai BTS station. 9 Soi Ekkamai 4, Sukumvit 
63 Rd. is about a 14 min walk from the station (1.1 km). The route follows a main 
road before turning down a smaller, residential soi. 

 
4.4.3 Target User Profile: 

The owners, Amarit and Charle Charoenphan are focusing on encouraging 
inter-business relationships for start-up entrepreneurs of any kind. The space is not 
intended for long-term occupation, rather as a launching point for new businesses 
with hopes that they will grow out of the space as they develop. HUBBA provides a 
community feeling for people to work at their own pace. 

 
4.4.4 Building: 

The building is a renovated house offering 6 rooms, 70 desks within 300m². The 
space is modern while maintaining a communal feeling, with stations to plug into a 
conference room-style table encouraging community work and discussion.  
There is a small kitchen off of the main room, to make coffee or tea, and space for 
recreation in the backyard. If needed there is a shower upstairs. 
They provide 20 Mbps WiFi from True Internet. The average in Thailand was reported 
at 8.84 Mbps from OOKLA on speedtest.net, dropping to 6.1 Mbps for hotspots in 
café’s and other public spaces. 
 
4.4.5 Assessment of Effectiveness in Thailand: 

HUBBA capitalizes on the Thai culture’s desire for group support and 
community work spaces. They provide a platform for the startup ‘community’ to 
physically meet and collaborate on ideas. They do a lot of virtual marketing to bring 
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in the expat freelance community and host weekly events such as lectures or 
workshops to help with the startups. And the general feeling is that the HUBBA 
atmosphere motivates people to work. 
4.5 The Hive 

4.5.1 Summary: 

Founded in Hong Kong, Khun Constant Tedder has expanded his fourth co-
working space to Bangkok. Wanting to expand to more locations throughout 
Southeast Asia, he selected Bangkok because of the success of the Thai startup 
scene.  

 
4.5.2 Location: 

On Sukhumvit 49 nearest to Tonglor BTS station, 1.1 km down Klang alley the 
Hive is about a 13 min walk 

. 
4.5.3 Target User Profile: 

The Hive Bangkok caters to creative freelancers, entrepreneurs, and 
established 2-8 man companies. They offer flexible part-time, full-time hot desk 
memberships and workstation memberships starting at 3,200 thb/month. 

 
4.5.4 Building: 

The interiors were designed by Alexander Waterworth interiors based in 
London. A new 6 floor office building now has two floors of open co-working space 
and two floors of private offices and meeting rooms accommodating between 3 to 
20 people. There are also a line of ‘telephone booths’ for two people to work in a 
quiet space. The 6th floor has a café, rooftop bar, and an events area. The first floors 
will be open to the public offering a day spa. 
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Figure 4. 3 Hive Program Plan 

 
Each floor has large windows to let in maximum light and water stations. 

There is a sun terrace for collaboration or casual meetings. The hive also has storage 
lockers for their members to store their work overnight, and a post box so that 
members can use the Hive as their business address. 

 
Figure 4. 4 Hive Program Plan 

 
4.5.5 Assessment in Thailand: 

The central location of the office is attractive to freelance and creative 
workers. The place’s marketability is increased by the nearby restaurants and the 
rooftop garden. User reviews always mention the kind and upbeat staff who seem to 
enchant potential members. 
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4.6 International Case Study- Ynno Workplace 

4.6.1 Summary: 

  Ynno asked Sprik to create a home base rather than a conventional office 
since most of  
4.6.2 Location: 

 The Netharlands. 
4.6.3 Target User: 

 Largely transient consulting firm. 
4.6.4 Building: 

 The workspace is designed to facilitate the networking lifestyle of the 
consulting firm. Rather than having dedicated workspaces, the firm emphasizes 
touchdown stations and an entirely open floor plan. 

 
Figure 4. 5 Ynno Program Plan 

 
4.6.4 Assessment: 

 The Ynno workplace shows how the programming of a workspace can impact 
the work done in the space. The open plan facilitates easy communication amongst 
the members, and gives a sense of identity to the largely transient workforce. From 
this it can be concluded that attempting to create a similar workplace on a larger 
scale, a sense of identity and connectivity should be maintained. 
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4.7 International Case Study- Hakhuodo 

4.7.1 Summary: 

 Hakuhodo is one of Japan’s largest advertising firms. This project is a joint 
venture with TBWA to repurpose an old bowling alley as a new office space. 
4.7.2 Location: 

 Tokyo, Japan. 
Target User: 

 A dedicated office space developed for TBWA and Hakhuodo. 
4.7.3 Building: 

 The space was broken up along the lanes and the floor above removed to 
create a double-height space. 

 
Figure 4. 6 Hakhuodo Program Plan 

Because the bowling alley was a column free space, the resulting plan was given a 
powerful visual rhythm. The circulation and lounge spaces re-create the dynamic of 
the bowling alley and give a small oasis for relaxation in the large office area. 
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4.7.4 Assessment: 

 This case study is significant because it shows that a co-working space doesn’t 
need to be a small affair amongst several starter companies. While simultaneously 
demonstrating a dissemination of both informal and formal meeting spaces in the 
office. 
Case Study Conclusion 

Though co-working and collaborative workspaces are internationally prevalent 
they have yet to make a very strong presence in Bangkok. Rentable offices in 
Bangkok seem to be split into two categories. The more traditional large office 
towers with traditional leases and rents, and co-working spaces targeting smaller 
businesses and venture projects in Bangkok. 

All of the companies studied are located within 20 minutes walking distance 
of a public transportation station, suggesting that the continued success of office 
towers should be within a kilometer of a public transit station. 
The development of co-working offices on a larger scale in Bangkok has potential as 
there is a large number of SMEs, freelance expats, and foreign investors from ASEAN. 
The key to attracting these tenants lies within a centrally located office that has the 
capability of making one feel as though they are in a relaxed, secluded environment 
while maintaining a connection to the urban fabric.  
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CHAPTER V INTERVIEWS 

5.1 Objectives 

After consulting various literature reviews and evaluating office space usage in 
Bangkok, two types of interviews were conducted to verify initial conclusions about 
office practices and user perceptions: 

1. Expert Interview 
2. Office Worker Survey Interview 
In-person interview method was used for expert interviews. Two experts were 

interviewed, each offering a different perspective on the office design process. 
The first interview was with, Khun Ek Buranakul (2014). He is the managing 

partner of Peoplespace Consulting (Thailand). Khun Buranakul works with companies 
on efficiency in workplace design. His interview was highly informative in consulting 
the client perspective in designing the office. 

The second interview was with Khun Chakrapan Pawangkrat (2014), a director 
at Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL). Khun Pawangkrat works in property and asset 
management. His interview covered the property owner and developers point of 
view in developing and continued management of the office. 

For the office worker interview, a blind survey method was employed to gain 
understanding of the end user’s perception of the spaces and the ways they work. 
Noting, from the interview with Khun Buranakul that the users’ perceptions are not 
necessarily congruent with the actual use of space. This perspective is important for 
the design of this project to create a space that is attractive for the people who 
would use a highly transient office space. 
5.2 Survey Content 

 There were two different questionnaires for the two types of interviews 
conducted. The professional survey was comprised of more open ended questions, 
and addressed the design and implementation of office spaces. The office worker 
survey was a set of multiple choice questions tied to the six architectural influence 
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categories previously addressed in the literature review. A total of 21 questions were 
asked as follows: 

1. Ways of Working –4 questions 
2. Places of work –6 questions 
3. Technology in the Workplace –2 questions 
4. Working Culture –4 questions 
5. Existing and Available Communication Technology –3 questions 
6. Climate –2 questions 
The sample surveys, and a summary of survey results can be found in the 

appendix. Note that not all survey respondents answered all questions asked, so the 
final survey result summary is expressed as a percentage against the number of 
answers received per question asked for those questions answered. See table 5.1, 
5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 for result highlights from the office worker surveys. 
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Table 5. 1 Blind Survey Result Summary 
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Table 5. 2 Blind Survey Result Summary 
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Table 5. 3 Blind Survey Result Summary 
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Table 5. 4 Blind Survey Result Summary 

 
 From the blind results survey, we can conclude that a flexible office spaces 
that offer amenities of recreational spaces and are located near public transportation 
further out from the city center are highly desirable. 
 Applying knowledge gained from the expert interviews, we learn that the 
space planning prior to the economic crisis in 2009 was focused on work/ life 
balance, while now we focus on cost savings to support corporate goals. ASEAN will 
bring more work to Thailand because Thailand has a lot of land available for 
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development as well as rent and labor costs still being cheap. Location and 
convenience of office buildings are the first things facility managers consider. As a 
supplement to head offices in the center of Bangkok, part time suburban hubs with 
metro will allow for campus lifestyle and be desirable as they offer cost effective 
office space and conveniences to workers. (Buranakul 2014) 
 Khun Pawangkrat emphasized the importance of common areas and 
amenities in the office buildings as a point of attraction. He stated that the materials 
used would define the type of client you would attract. More stately materials such 
as granite and marble would attract an older clientele, while lighter materials such as 
stainless steel and repurposed materials would act as a lure to generation Y and the 
millennials. From a property management standpoint, the largest cultural concern 
would be allowing 1m² space for a spirit house or san pra pome. The finalized 
location, however would be determined and blessed by monks. The proximity of a 
talat or other shopping spaces within the site would be the second most prevalent 
item culturally. 
5.3 Survey Conclusion 

Conclusions derived from the interviews point to the future of part time, 
flexible office spaces located near public transportation in the suburban hubs of 
Bangkok as a growth area for future offices to support continued corporate cost 
saving goals. These spaces can be an extension of the head offices and thus be 
highly connected both physically and technically via the metro-rail and advanced 
communication technology respectively. Skilled next generation workers who grew 
up with constant mobile communication of anywhere-anytime at the speed of now 
have also enjoyed the independence from traditional computer lab in schools and 
will be looking for similar accommodations in their work environment. Also important 
is the enhancement of the office environment with ease of access to shopping and 
recreational activities. 
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CHAPTER VI DESIGN PROPOSAL 

Based on the literature review, interviews, and office space usage studies, the 
architectural requirements for designing a future office space in Bangkok can be 
evaluated by both qualitative and quantitative elements. These can be further 
grouped into the 6 architectural influenced used to evaluate the literature review.  

The building type will target SMEs, independent foreign freelancers, as well as 
providing office space for the investors drawn to Bangkok with ASEAN 
accommodating startups with up to 26 employees. It will provide plug-and-play 
workspaces, allowing the SME’s to concentrate on their businesses while they handle 
leases, security, and bandwidth. The office complex will function on a 24/7 time 
schedule, where the entire building is open from 7am -10 pm. For the other 9 hours 
only the first two floors will be open to the public, still offering hot-desk services and 
providing access to the shops, some office spaces, and a few meeting areas. This 
type of office complex will accommodate more fast-growing startups in one space 
than any other currently employed in Bangkok. 
6.1 Spatial Programming 

Qualitative Architectural Conclusions for high turnover transient office 
buildings: 
Ways of Working 

 More flexible workspace, without the need for a large desktop computer. 
 Already more sharing/ less private spaces in the working environment. 
 Employ an overall layout of ‘large’ centralized spaces broken up with 

smaller/ fragmented segregated spaces. 
 Provide ‘quiet zones’ for focused work or ‘phone booths’ for conversations 

to help with effective concentrated work. 
 Need spontaneous and structured meeting spaces to provide satisfaction with 

communication quality within office spaces. 
Places of Work 
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 Build in the city outskirts along existing or mass transit lines that are being 
built 

 Offer flexibility in types of office spaces: Transient, Short Term, and Long 
Term. 

 Enable access to views for the workers. 
 Lighting levels should vary to create a more active circulation 
 Use a variation in volume to generate movement and visual rhythm of space 

Technology in the Workplace 
 Technology enables layering of multiple users in one workspace over a day 

instead of requiring dedicated space for each employee. 
 An automated system started at the arrival occupants and ending at their 

departure most effective use of shading and lighting technology. 
Working Culture 

 Use multiple textures, furnishings, lighting in each space to make it less 
artificial. 

 Allow for user influence: encourage writing on glass walls, moving furniture, 
façade influence 

Existing and Available Communication Technology 
 Should have a support staff for helping facilitate use of multi-media and 

other related IT affairs. 
 Dedicated IT support space should be easily located for both transient and 

long-term users. 
 Use a variety of sound-dampening materials to reduce the overall 

transmittance of sound in large work areas. 
Climate 

 Use smaller offices with user operable permeations in the façade. 
 
Quantitative Architectural Conclusions for high turnover transient office buildings:  
Ways of Working 
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 Within one working space the separation between coworkers should be no 
more than 25m 

Places of work 
 Should maintain about 4m² per dedicated work space, but have a much 

larger emphasis of the overall workspace dedicated towards shared spaces 
such as: meeting rooms, coffee/ café areas, lounge areas, storage spaces, and 
break areas. 

 Average interiors: Floor to false ceiling-- 2.63m; Depth--12.6m; Window 
shading—tinted glazing; sill height—0.71m 

Technology in the Workplace 
 Space needed in 2014 is less than 2005 when desktops were standard issue 

because of the advancement of mobile technology such as laptops, tablets, 
smartphones, internet, and cloud storage. 

 Reduce energy costs by powering only those areas in use 
Working Culture 

 Include a small temple for worship somewhere on the site. 
Existing and Available Communication Technology 

 Can infer a higher need for outlets in semi-transient spaces as well as need of 
dedicated space for a fast internet connection and a large server to support 
users 

Climate 
 Primary shading device (integrated into the façade should be separate from 

secondary shading devices (controlled by users) 
 Use native trees with large canopies to shade cars and reduce the heat island 

effect 
 Use permeable paving in parking areas to reduce runoff and attribute open 

space on ground floor. 
 Veranda spaces (1.5m-2m) should be used as DSF to allow for appropriate 

shading and ventilation in between workspaces and the exterior of the 
building. 
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 Penetration of daylight: Minimum 300lx at 3.5m and 500lx 3m; Maximum 
North and south 8-8.5m; Maximum East and West 9.7-9.8m 

 
The layering of interior to exterior 

zones would aim to create a micro 
climate within with in the office 
complex. The enclosed work space is 
equipped with individual AC units, 
allowing the users to control the 
temperature as well as turn it off 
when they leave. The exterior work 
areas would be used for more casual 
meetings and interactions, chilled by 
their proximity to the enclosed work 
spaces through a cool wall, and cross 

wind temperatures lowered by the planters and the screen acting as a buffer zone. 
  

Figure 6. 1 Suggested Layering of Spaces 
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6.2 Ways of Working 

 In the literature review, it was found that autonomous workers are more 
likely to want to control their own working environments.  Thanks to mobile ways of 
working, the working environment is evolving; according to the survey, more than 
50% work almost entirely digitally. The survey also found that while 40% of workers 
spend their days mainly at their desk, another 40% spend less than 4 hours a day on 
solitary work, spending a significant amount of time on collaborative work. The 
literature review found that frequent communication requires physical proximity of 
25m, but ergonomics requires 4m² per dedicated workspace. For effective 
collaborative working environments, a mix of casual and formal spaces is needed. 
6.2.1 Office Design 

 To accommodate flexibility in the working environment, transient, short term, 
and long term tenants would be accommodated by various memberships. Similar to 
Regus’ hoteling concept, transient workers would be able to pay per day or for a 
part-time membership. Short term members can pay for their workspace per month, 
and long term would be able to renew membership per year or even engage in a 
traditional 3-5 year contract.  

The design of the individual offices were based on the 4m² minimum per 
dedicated workspace and included office circulation. Three different office sizes for 
SME’s companies having 5-6, 10-13, or 20-26 people. The smallest module 56m², the 
medium size office at 133m², and the largest office 227m².  As inspired from Ynno 
Workplace’s facilities catering to their transient workforce, the interiors would be 
fitted for a more interactive and collaborative ways of working. Clients can choose 
between open plan and team office spaces, and each office would be equipped with 
individual air conditioning units, and operable windows to let the tenants control 
their workspace. Following Wisdom’s example, despite some offices being located in 
the center of the floor plate, there is still an opportunity for views due to the 
courtyards between the dedicated workspaces. The total of different office types for 
rent is 12. Three different sizes with two different ways of working. (See Figure 6.2 
and 6.3) 
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Figure 6. 2 Small and Medium Office Layouts 
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Figure 6. 3 Large Office Space Layout 
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 The space between two workers in the same office should be no larger than 
25m for frequent interactions and adequate communication among the members in 
an office. To ensure that the distance between two workers is no greater than 25m in 
a designated office the largest office dimension is 16.44m. 
 Meeting rooms, and transient workspaces would be separate from the 
dedicated office spaces, and available for reservation at the reception. (See Figure 
6.5) This will create a more active working environment and reduce dedicated spaces 
within the office going unused for long periods of time. Automatic lighting and 
programmable cooling would be used throughout the building. The system would 
start half an hour before a scheduled meeting and motions sensors would shut the 
lighting and cooling systems off after the users have left the room.  

The areas between each of the rooms act as exterior courtyards for 
circulation, the perimeter will be lined with plants to cool the south-west wind that 
blows across the site. Inspired by the inter-business relationships at HUBBAH, the 
exterior courtyards also act as casual meeting and lounge spaces and allow for visual 
connections not only on each floor, but to the surrounding buildings as well. There 
are various types of courtyard spaces to appeal to different types of work. (See 
Figure 6.6) 

Despite its small size, Peoplespace offered three different relaxing community 
spaces. Following their example, the designed office complex offers three different 
casual 
workspaces. 
Reading areas 
allow for small 
groups of 
people to chat 
in semi-private 
spaces. 
Transient work 
areas have high 
desks and 

Figure 6. 4 Office Reading and Casual Meeting Area 
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stools for touchdown stations, and lounge furniture for casual gatherings. The casual 
meeting areas provide an alternative semi-private space for larger groups to discuss 
around a coffee table. 
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Figure 6. 5 Formal Meeting Spaces 
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Figure 6. 6 Casual Work Spaces  
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6.3 Places of Work  

 As evaluated from the literature review and its application to Thailand, 
building higher office tower blocks in the city center increases the problem of urban 
congestion in Bangkok. Developers should instead look towards new urban hubs 
centered around public transportation stations. The office complex should also be 
near a residential area, and have a range of amenities to support living and working in 
the immediate area. In addition, if possible, the complex should be located no 
farther than 800 meters from a public transit station in order for it to maintain its 
urban connectivity. Though, as noted by Khun Pawangkrat (2014) due to the climate 
of Bangkok, most people feel that more than 200 meters is too far of a distance to 
walk. 
6.3.1 Site Selection Considerations and Restrictions 

 Following Regus’ example, the site selection was made along the existing BTS 
lines in the suburban zone of Bangkok. Though it may be more financially beneficial 
to develop along the planned BTS lines, due to the regulations in Bangkok, there is 
no guarantee as to when the line may actually be completed, resulting in loss of 
potential profits after the building is initially completed.  
 The Bangkok Zoning map and chart were used to determine the land usage 
and set up initial parameters for the design of the office complex on site. (Figure 6.7 
and 6.8) To help determine the applicability a rough massing of three different office 
sizes based on the literature review recommendations was used. The small office to 
accommodate 5 people at 56m², the medium office module to accommodate 10 
people at 113m². And finally the large office for 20 people at 227m².
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Figure 6. 7 Bangkok Zoning Map 
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Figure 6. 8 Bangkok Zoning Chart 
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 The areas surrounding the three final stations on the light green line, falling in 
a medium density zone, were considered to determine an appropriate site location. 
 
6.3.1.1 Bang Chak 

Bang Chak has several amenities in the area and is a promising location for a 
suburban office complex due to its many surrounding residential developments. 
(Figure 6.9) The potential undeveloped site lies on a soi a few hundred meters off of 
the main road at the Bang Chak BTS stop. 

 
Figure 6. 9 Bang Chak Site Proposal 

 
The soi along the site is 12m wide, accommodating two way traffic. The Yor 6 

zone regulations state that it is illegal to create any office structure larger than 1,000 
m² off of a road less than 16m wide. Traditionally, on an office site 50% of the total 
FAR is attributed to parking. International Building Code (2009) defines this ratio as 
60m² of office space to 1 parking space. On this site, with the construction 
restrictions, it is impossible to build a parking garage. It is important therefore, to 
calculate the total number of parking spaces accommodated within the site before 
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actually constructing the building, to arrive at the total office space constructible on 
the site. In addition, no building may be closer than 3m to its neighbor. (Table 6.1) 

 

 
Table 6. 1 Bang Chak Zoning Calculations 

 
The legal restrictions of the site, a smaller, and more fragmented type of office 

would be built. A similar building type could be achieved by converting residential 
homes to offices as observed in workspaces such as HUBBA and would not be able 
to accommodate more than the initial conception of SME companies. 

 
6.3.1.2 Udom Suk 

A similar empty site in the Udom Suk area was considered. (Figure 6.10)  The 
site, however was 4,000 m² smaller than the first, and similarly located off of a 12m 
soi. As such, falling in the Yor 6 zones and adhering the same legal restrictions 
resulted in the following calculations. (Table 6.2) 
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Figure 6. 10 Udom Suk Site Proposal 

 

 
Table 6. 2 Udom Suk Zoning Calculations 
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The smaller, fragmented office building was already being addressed 
elsewhere, and so this site was also determined unsuitable for the project. 
 

6.3.1.3 Bearing 

The final site is located at the end of the light green BTS line, and near the 
border of Bangkok. The initial selection was an abandoned lot located within 200 
meters of the BTS station. The lot was 6,840m2 bordering a 12m soi just off of the 
main road. The site’s location is on the edge of Bangkok. (See Figure 6.11) 

 
Figure 6. 11 Bearing Site Proposal 
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Table 6. 3 Bearing Zoning Calculations 

 
6.3.2 Site Selection 

The proximity of the lot to the Bearing BTS station made this selection the 
most attractive of the three surveyed but, due to Bangkok Zoning regulations, the 
smaller office complex design would prevail. As such, the initial site selection was 
expanded to the adjacent green space bordering the BTS. (Figure 6.12) 

 
Figure 6. 12 Bearing Site Expansion 
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The site expansion changed the building regulations and the applicable zoning laws 
from being a small office building to a special-large building type as defined by 
Thailand’s Ministerial Regulations 33 where each floor is equal to or greater than 
10,000m². (Figure 6.13) 

 
Figure 6. 13 Bangkok Province Map 
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A more thorough investigation of the amenities surrounding the site was 
conducted once the site selection had been finalized. Because this is primarily a 
residential area of Bangkok there are several schools, a few grocery and convenience 
stores. Because the BTS Station is so new, there are also several established car 
dealerships in this area to cater to the needs of the large population with limited 
access to public transit. What there doesn’t seem to be in the immediate vicinity of 
the BTS is a place for recreation or white collar work. (Figure 6.14) 

 
Figure 6. 14 Amenities Surrounding Site 
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The expanded site is now bordered by a road that is 22m wide, 

accommodating 6 lanes of two way traffic, and a 12m wide road that allows two way 
traffic. Traditionally there is 50% parking on an office site, however, due to 
sustainable building trends and its connection with the BTS, I decided to reduce the 
designed parking to 25% of the total FAR. International Building Code (2009) defines 
this ratio as 60m² of office space to 1 parking space. Similarly the ADA building codes 
(2010) require 1 space for every 50 parking spaces supplied. As motorcycles are a 
prevalent vehicle type for personal use in Thailand, 1 motorcycle parking space for 
every 30 parking spaces within the parking garage was used. The new site calculations 
can be seen in table 6.4. 

 

 
 
Table 6. 4 Expanded Site Calculations 

  
The Building Control Act of 1979 in Thailand defines the setbacks for property 

to be 3m from the property line. Additionally, the NFPA 101- Life Safety Code (2009) 
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requires a further setback with adequate space for a fire truck. It states that the 
“land that is used for “high rise building” or “special large building” with the 
combined area of more than 30,000 m² must have one side of the perimeter with 
12m adjacent to the public roadway. Such public roadway must not have less than 
18m wide right of way…special large building must provide a road with the 
automobile traffic surface not less than 6m in width for adequate fire truck access” 
(Figure 6.15) 
 

 
Figure 6. 15 Property Setbacks 

  
6.3.2.1 Design Proposal 

 From the literature review, and an evaluation of different building standards I 
came up with a traditional space planning percentages in the office, as well as 
potential for the future space planning percentages. (Comparison table can be found 
in the appendix.) The proposed space planning percentages were calculated based 
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on the various spatial relationships in an office. Where ‘Rooms’ refers to shared 
spaces such as meeting areas, community lounges, and event spaces. ‘Office Rooms’ 
refers to the dedicated office space leased by one company. Circulation refers to the 
public circulation of an office, and parking is calculated based on the combination of 
the rooms, office rooms and circulation. See table 6.5. 
 

 
 
Table 6. 5 Building Percentages 

 
Using this percentage chart, and applying it to the quantitative and qualitative 

architectural requirements concluded from the literature review, I derived the 
program summary for a high turnover office building in Bangkok. (See table 6.6) 
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Table 6. 6 Program Summary 
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6.3.2.2 Building Mass Development 

In terms of developing a building mass, the goal for this project was to 
develop a complex that would recuperate as much of the green space that was 
absorbed into the site as possible, while allowing for a centrally located talat for the 
locals to enjoy during the day. To that end, the primary pedestrian path through the 
site would be best cutting from the street corner, to the back of the site and 
secondary circulation would split the site horizontally and vertically in the center of 
the width and the length of the site. (See figure 6.16) 

 
Figure 6. 16 Axis of Site Circulation in Developing Building Mass 

 
 Several potential building masses were considered for the office complex, 
but the one that resonated the most with the project can be seen in figure 6.12. The 
three separate buildings surrounding an interior courtyard that would act as an event 
space or the talat would draw people in, while the digitized floor plates of the 
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buildings would be reminiscent of the technology that has made transient office 
work possible. 
6.3.2.3 User Site Approach 

6.3.2.3.1 Personal Vehicle 

The Thailand Ministerial 
Regulation 33 defines the resulting 
building as a high rise building as the 
occupiable space is higher than 23m. 
A high rise, and special large building 
are required to provide a 6m 
automobile traffic surface for fire truck access; and according to the International 
Code Council (2009) on-site parking is also required. 

A 6m wide, one-way road surrounds the perimeter of the site and leads into a 
parking garage. Figure 6.18 shows the access to the site by personal Automobile, as 
well as the fire truck access to the site. The underground parking garage is 2 levels, 
accommodating a total of 16 ADA stalls, 15 motorcycle stalls, and 533 normal 
parking stalls. (Figure 6.19, figure 6.20) According to the NFPA- 101 (Association 2009), 
stairs leading to an enclosed egress path on the ground level must not be further 
than 60m apart. 

 
Figure 6. 18 Personal Automobile Approach to the Site 

Figure 6. 17 Inspirational Mass Drawing 
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Figure 6. 19 Parking 
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Figure 6. 20 Parking 2 
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6.3.2.3.2 Taxi Drop-Off 

A primary mode of transportation in Bangkok is by Taxi, motorcycle Taxi, and 
Tuk-Tuk. To accommodate these types of users the automobile access is modified to 
enable passenger drop-off without greatly impeding the primary vehicular circulation 
was employed. (Figure 6.21) 

 
Figure 6. 21 Taxi Approach to the Site 

 
6.3.2.3.3 Bus Arrival 

 A bus station is situated along the main road of the site, and a pedestrian 
entrance path was employed to give immediate access to the site. (Figure 6.22)

 
Figure 6. 22 Bus Approach to the Site 
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6.3.2.3.4 BTS Pedestrians 

 Pedestrians arriving by the BTS have access to the site three different ways. 
The first, and most immediate is by the connection to the BTS station itself on the 
second floor. (Figure 6.23) They are also able to descend the stairs of the BTS and 
access the site by either the green strip bordering the site, or the main axis towards 
the talat at the center of the three buildings. This center courtyard can also be 
appropriated as an event space for the office complex. 
 

 
Figure 6. 23 Pedestrian Interaction with the Site 

 
6.3.2.3.5 Bicycle 

Bicycles as a mode of transportation were a consideration as well in 
developing the project. Due to its suburban location, and the high density of 
residential housing people may prefer to bike to work, so access and showers for the 
cyclists were provided on the first floor. (Figure 6.24) 
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Figure 6. 24 Cyclist Approach to the Site 

 
6.4 Technology in the Work place 

Mobile technology has caused social changes that have incited changes in the 
work place. According to the survey, 70% of workers use laptops, and 60% use 
smartphones and cloud storage. These changes however have created their own set 
of problems, such as adequate power outlets for various devices, and adequate 
bandwidth. Literature review has suggested a shift in the tenant expectations towards 
an office complex that is accessible 24 hours a day, as some workers do now need a 
permanent workstation in the office. Due do the influx of the most powerful 
technology work has shifted towards group interactions, and technology has enabled 
workers to use the same space over different time periods. 

Generation Y and Millennials are more open to alternative working hours, so 
there is potential of layering workers in the same space throughout the day as long 
as the office provides the opportunity to work 24 hours a day. (Figure 6.25) 
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Figure 6. 25 Layering of Workers in Work Space 

 
Technology has transformed the working mindset to an anytime/anywhere 

workplace. Accordingly, the proposed design facilitates both mobile technology with 
the in-floor outlets, and the ability to reserve space to work as you need it. The 
office complex offers local server rooms to support 3,400 users through wireless 
connection. 
6.5 Working Culture 

 The literature review advocates creating happiness through creating a friendly 
atmosphere improves the quality of work. The survey revealed that 70% of workers 
prefer a shopping area in or near the workplace, and 80% would like an outdoor 
relaxing area. This consumerist culture is compounded as the hours spent working 
has begun to spill over into time that was originally for leisure. In the professional 
interview with Khun Pawangkrat, he stated the most important cultural aspect of an 
office was the spirit house. 
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6.5.1 Spirit House 

 The spirit house or san pra pome’s 1m² dedicated space is located in the 
south-western corner of the site. This location is suggested for two reasons. It along 
the main road and just at the foot of the stairs to the BTS giving high visibility. The 
second reason is it is at the entrance to the main wooded area of the open space on 
the site. This is meant to lend tranquility to users who walk through the urban park 
for recreation or to access the office complex. (Figure 6.26) 
 

 
Figure 6. 26 Location of Spirit House on the site 

 
6.5.2 Shopping 

 One of the most prevalent pastimes in Thailand is shopping. There are no 
large shopping malls in the immediate area, so keeping workers on site during work-
breaks to encourage fast returns to the office. The site is designed to accommodate 
different types of shopping as well as different types of working. 
 The first type is a rented shop space on the main circulation floors, the 
ground and second floor. The rented shop houses are no smaller than 35m² and the 
largest topping out at 63m², but the average shop size is 45m². See figures 6.27 & 
6.28. 
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Figure 6. 27 Shops on the 1st floor. 
 
 

 
Figure 6. 28 Shops on 2nd floor. 

 The second type of shopping space that is provided on the site is a talat that 
is semi-permanent.  See figure 6.29. The courtyard is able to accommodate 48 
different vendors with circulation. The talat in the center of the three building will 
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act as a social nucleus for not only the office complex, but the surrounding 
neighborhoods as well. 

 
Figure 6. 29 Talat Spatial Planning 

 

 
Figure 6. 30 Courtyard as Talat 

The Hive case study appropriates the dining area for event spaces, and also 
opens part of the building to the public. In a similar manner, the space traditionally 
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attributed to the market can be reclaimed for events and the three buildings focus 
on the courtyard. (Figure 6.31) 

 
Figure 6. 31 Event Circulation 

6.6 Existing and Available Communication Technology 

Mobile devices are at the fingertips of Thai people as they rapidly assimilate 
new technology. More than 75% of work is done on the computer in the office 
according to the survey. In order to accommodate the large number of mobile 
devices in the work space the building design needed to address the problem of 
access to power sources and sufficient bandwidth.  

To facilitate the renting of offices, and aid in user multi-media problems the 
reception desk needed to be centrally located in each of the buildings. For visibility, 
a reception area was placed on the ground floor, in front of the main elevators and 
entrances. (Figure 6.32) 
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Figure 6. 32 Reception Desk 

  To support the wireless needs and maintain a secure connection, for the 
office complex each building has a server room in the staff lounge. (Figure 6.33) 

  
Figure 6. 33 Server Room 

Outlets are in ever increasing demand as we move towards more mobile technology. 
Inspired by HUBBAH’s building wide wifi capabilities, the concept was employed in 
the design and expanded upon by designing so that power can also be accessed 
anywhere in the office complex. Thus the building has outlets imbeded in the floor 
in a 1.5m diameter. (Figure 6.34) 
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Figure 6. 34 Example of Outlet Array Levels 4, 7, & 10 

6.7 Climate 

 Due to Bangkok’s hot and humid climate, it is necessary to provide adequate 
shading for the work environment, as well as consider the large amounts of rain 
during rainy season to avoid flooding. Should these considerations not be integrated 
into the design, energy costs can be very high to create a comfortable working 
environment. 100% of the workers surveyed would like to be able to control the air-
conditioning in their own workspace to suit their preferences. And 80% would like 
outdoor spaces to relax and conduct casual meetings. 
6.7.1 Façade Study and Development 

 Around the perimeter of the building is a veranda no less than 2m deep to 
act as a DSF and circulation. To further break down the building block, I used three 
different floor plate shapes for each building. The variation in perimeter on each 
floor, and the variation of different floor plates stacked on top of one another 
provides shading for the floors underneath them.  
 The initial distance for the variation in plate shapes was based on the depth 
of a bench (0.35m) to provide seating on the perimeter of the veranda. Creating a 
lounge space within the façade. The variation can be seen in the lighting study of 
figure 6.35. The shading provided by such shallow variations did not provide suitable 
impact for the façade. The distance was increased by adding a planter behind the 
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bench with a width of 0.45, resulting in a variation total of 0.80m. The shading study 
can be seen in the lighting study of figure 6.36. The addition of a planter behind the 
benches increased the impact of the façade, while simultaneously providing space 
for plants to cool the air crossing the site, aiming to reduce the heat load for the 
building. 
 The final lighting study for the façade can be seen in figure 6.37. Where the 
setback of 2m circulation was included so the protrusion of the floor plates can be 
adequately assessed. The resulting mass combined with the program summary 
caused the initial building conceived at only 4 stories height to 12 stories. Massing 
studies for the programming can be seen in figure 6.38 and figure 6.39. The first 
proposed stacking the same floor plate and program for 3 stories and then changing 
to the next floor plate and layout. The second alternated each of the three as the 
building ascended. The alternating plans further disjointed the façade of the building, 
emphasizing the digital nature of the inspiration. 
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Figure 6. 35 Façade Lighting Study 0.35m 
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Figure 6. 36 Façade Lighting Study 0.80m 
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Figure 6. 37 Façade Lighting Study 2.00m Veranda 
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Figure 6. 38 Stacked Program Mass 
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Figure 6. 39 Alternating Program Mass 
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 The screen for the façade was inspired by the paneling in classic Thai houses. 
Framing the herringbone pattern of the paneling and enlarging the scheme with 
bamboo composite provides a shading system grounded in Thai culture. (Figure 6.40) 
The double skin façade implementation and interaction with the building mass as 
well as the integrated seating can be seen in figures 6.41, 6.42, and 6.43. 

 
 

Figure 6. 40 Screen Design Inspiration 
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Figure 6. 41 Cross Section of Facade implementation on Site 
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Figure 6. 42 Facade Section 
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Figure 6. 43 Facade Detail 
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Figure 6. 44 Site Model 1:500 

 
 Figure 6.44 shows the site model from an aerial perspective to demonstrate 
the context of the building in comparison to the BTS and the surrounding buildings. 
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Figure 6. 45 Approach to the Talat on the site from three entrances. 

 
 The photos featured in figure 6.45 are to show the perspective of the end 
user as they approach the talat. The three pictures show the three different 
entrances to the courtyard from the perimeter of the building. 
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Figure 6. 46 Large Section Model 1:100 

 
 A large section model was done of the second building to demonstrate the 
different spaces between floors in the office building. 
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Figure 6. 47 Large Section Model 

 
 From this point of view it is possible to see the layering of the screen and the 
office space, as well as the shaded exterior courtyards. 
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Figure 6. 48 Large Section Model 1:100 

  
Figure 6. 49 Large Section Model 1:100 
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 The large section model demonstrates the relationship between floors. The 
screen and seating area around the perimeter is better understood in this model 
through its interaction with the scaled people. This model also illustrates the 
enclosed offices and the more open meeting areas. 
6.7.2 Site Open Space  

The case study of Hakhuodo, and the user survey inspired an oasis for 
relaxation surrounding the large office complex. Thailand Ministerial Regulation 33—
Section 6 requires an open space for commercial buildings that are not less than 
10% of land area. This open space must not have roof or covering structures. One of 
the initial goals of the building design was to maintain as much open space on the 
ground level as possible. The landscape place is designed for leisure as well as to 
benefit the built environment. 

Bangkok was founded on the flood plain of the Chaopraya River, flooding 
concerns are prevalent in the outlying districts of the city are a concern every rainy 
season. One of the most common practices to avoid flooding is to build 1m above 
street level. This does not negate the rainfall on site, but is a defense against other 
runoff entering the building. The green space helps recuperate the appropriated 
green space next to the initial site selection, the large amount of landscaping will 
help to reduce the runoff from the site during the rainy season. 

The green strip has several large ponds and a lot of landscaping to act as a 
repository for water during the rainy season, and absorb rain. The hardscape on the 
ground level is permeable so that water can be absorbed into the soil beneath 
instead of creating runoff. (See figure 6.50 and 6.51) 
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Figure 6. 50 Green Strip 

 
Figure 6. 51 Permeable Pavement Detail 

During the summer the green strip provides natural shading, and the ponds 
provide ambient cooling. Plants used in the green strip should all be native to 
Thailand so that they are able to withstand the hot temperatures in the summer, as 
well as the deluge of rain fall during the rainy season. (See Appendix)  

For trees bordering the street a Cassia tree or Blackwood tree would be most 
appropriate. Growing to a maximum height of 20m, both are able to tolerate the 
smog that comes from being planted so close to the street, and are hearty despite 
less than favorable conditions. Their canopy spread is also beneficial to shade the 
sidewalk as well as part of the street. In contrast, larger trees such as the Bengal 
Almond or the Siamese Rosewood, growing to a maximum height of 30m would be 
better placed in towards the center of the green space, as their expansive root 
systems could potentially disturb the pavement, and need abundant space. 
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Rather than a carpet of grass, clustering small shrubs and evergreens around 
the walking path to add to the plant life in the green strip is preferable. Small (0.5m-
1m), quick growing evergreens such as the Hooded Dwarf Elephant ear, the Spider 
Lily, Tannia, or Fancy Leaved Caladium bordering the path. With taller (1.5m-3m) 
Dwarf Thailand Lady Palm, Dwarf Date Palm, Caricature Plant, and Gardenia Crape 
Jasmine behind. Varying the plants throughout the green strip lends a more lush 
feeling to the area, and by having evergreens with color such as the Caricature plant, 
Gardenia crape jasmine, and Tannia will break up the varying shades of green.  

Should a carpet of grass be necessary, an indigenous perennial grass such as 
zoysia is recommended for planting. This turf grass is easily maintained in the hot 
climate of Bangkok where other Asian varieties would wilt if they were not tended in 
the cooler mountains of the north. 
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CHAPTER VII ARCHITECTURE THESIS CONCLUSION 

 This paper studied the potential of an office complex emphasizing 
community work processes and technology. Mobile technology encouraged a 
redesign of the office to take advantage of the freedom to choose where and when 
work is done. The workspaces are designed to be easily reconfigurable, and adapt to 
short term renters and changing work processes. The design supports a hoteling 
concept to take advantage of a more flexible tenant schedule. The site’s suburban 
location near rapid transit offers a viable alternative to congested downtown 
locations, furthering the decentralization of work in Bangkok. 

The design employs the layering of spaces from interior to exterior zones to 
create microclimates within the office building. This layering also moves from public 
to private community zones, where the building interacts with the cityscape by 
providing an urban park, and shopping on the first and second floors. The designed 
office complex attempted to integrate mobile technology and increase spaces for 
group work processes. 
 
7.1 Ways of Working 

Work is gravitating towards more group work processes, and digital storage has 
reduced the need for physical storage. Survey respondent’s shows 90% of workers 
use small or no physical storage, and 70% prefer flex or relaxing work space. The 
building design provides for highly configurable flex and relaxing workspaces, as well 
as formal meeting spaces.  
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Figure 7. 1 Casual and Formal Meeting Spaces 

 
The less formal meeting spaces are part of the exterior courtyards that make 

up the space between the offices. The courtyard spaces can be categorized into 
reading areas, transient work areas, and casual meeting areas to provide alternative 
working and meeting environments. Formal meeting spaces are available for 
reservation at the reception desk, and also come in three different sizes for 6, 10, or 
16 people. 

The office complex offers three different office sizes (56m², 133m², and 
227m²) to accommodate small startups to medium size companies, in two different 
office layout options focusing on collaborative work processes. The office can be re-
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configured to a team or open plan at the time of rental, or upon request. To 
facilitate the importance of collaborative working, and communication among 
workers the largest distance between workers in a rented office space is 16.44m 
encouraging frequent interactions. 

The office is designed to support a hoteling concept, which accommodates 
short term rentals and requires the space to be highly reconfigurable. Flexibility of 
the workspace is achieved through in-floor electrical outlets spaced 1.5m apart 
throughout the dedicated and transient workspaces. By providing the end users with 
a space for dedicated work tasks, casual encounters and formal meetings and the 
end user engages the work environment best suited for the task at hand.  
7.2 Places of Work 

 Expected users 
would be freelance workers, SME’s 
and foreign ASEAN investors. 100% 
of people surveyed prefer to work 
close to public transportation, with 
80% preferring to work closer to 
home. The design took into 
consideration a site location in close 
proximity to the BTS. Due to the 
climate, Thai people consider more than 200m from BTS to the office to be quite far. 
There are various potential sites along the existing BTS and planned line that are 
located within 200m of the BTS. The Bearing site location enables the office complex 
to be connected to the Bearing BTS station on the second floor, and the furthest 
point of the site is 180m from the station. 
 70% of those surveyed would also like access to shopping and dining. In 
addition to on site shopping and dining, the selected location is within two blocks of 
a 7-eleven, a coffee house, and the hospital. The benefit of this site selection is the 
reduction in social cost lost during the long commutes from the suburbs to city 

Figure 7. 2 Site Selection 
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center, as well as addressing the workers desire to be close to a mode of rapid 
transit and have access to shopping. 
7.3 Technology in the Workplace 

Current communication technology enables investors from other countries to 
set up small business ventures without a high initial cost, to test out a fluctuating 
market; while developers will be able to rent out space required rather than 
projected space needed. 

Mobile technology allows the developer and the business owner occupying 
the space to take advantage of the time not spent in the office as well as without. 
Technology enables us to layer several people in the same office space over a work 
day, further encouraging the development of a 24 hr office environment. The 
designed office complex allows for end users to rent the space that they need 
during the time they need through a hoteling reservation system, as well as at the 
reception desk. 

With personal computers and personal devices, office workers are highly 
connected. 90% of the office worker spends more than 75% of their time working on 
the computer; 70% using laptops and 60% uses tablets and smartphones. This 
requires a high speed connection to the internet. The building design offers local 
server rooms as well as high speed wireless and fiber optic cables to connect to the 
internet supporting up to 3,400 users all at one time. 
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Figure 7. 3 Server Room Building 1 

 
7.4 Working Culture 

 Religion and shopping are integral to the daily lives of Thai people. The desire 
to access a place of worship is addressed through the spirit house. The spirit house is 
located in the south-western corner of the site for the high visibility the location 
offers, as well as at the entrance of the open space of the site. 

70% of the people surveyed said they would like access to shopping. Typical 
Thai’s use their ‘coffee breaks’ to leave the building to shop. At the very least the 
workers will exit the building for lunch and buy small things on their way back to 
work. To address this unique cultural behavior an area for shopping was essential. 

Though there is access to some shopping near the site; the location of the 
office complex is in an area without a large shopping plaza in the immediate vicinity. 
As such, it was important to include a commercial aspect in the office complex. In 
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Thailand, it is common practice to have some coffee shops, a convenience store, 
and perhaps a restaurant in the community spaces of the office. Since most offices 
complexes are located near city center, this is sufficient for the workers. Their other 
commercial needs can be addressed by walking a short distance to a mall. The site 
near the Bearing BTS does not have a mega-mall however, so shopping was included 
as part of the office complex. 

Shopping is broken up into both informal and formal shopping areas. Where 
the formal boarders the first two high circulation floors. Anticipated formal shops 
would not only be café’s and restaurants, but would include pharmacy’s like Boots 
or Watsons, clothing stores, electronics, print shops, and a stationary store. 

 
Figure 7. 4 Formal and Informal Shopping on Site 
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The informal talat is in the center courtyard of the building complex, and 

acts as the central anchor for pedestrian circulation through the building complex. 
The exterior public space on site accommodates a talat in order to provide 
recreational space and stress relief to the workers. The talat and the ground floor of 
the office complex can be appropriated to become an event space between all 
three buildings. 

According to Khun Buranakul, the conveniences available in the office 
building is one of the main items considered by the facility managers when selecting 
a new office complex for their workers. The benefit of this design is the ability to 
simulate the convenience afforded to downtown office workers to the suburban 
office complex. 
7.5 Existing and Available Communication Technology 

More than 75% of work is done on the computer in the office, and often 
smaller companies have people use their personal computers. In traditional offices 
the power outlets are in the walls, limiting the potential office configurations and any 
in-floor outlets for the office tend to be limited to the center of the conference 
rooms. 
 The designed office complex provides in-floor power, internet, and data 
outlets at 1.5m apart throughout every floor of the office complex. The unique 
design of having an array of in-floor power outlets throughout the entire floor 
provides true flexibility of work for office configurations without tying access to 
power and office equipment to a given wall. 
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Figure 7. 5 Outlet Array Example Level 4, 7, & 10 Building 3 

Additionally, the in-floor power outlets provides the added benefit of making 
the space easily reconfigurable. This then allows for highly customizable space to 
better support short term rentals and the hoteling office practices. 
 The support for IT services is located at the reception desk on the first floor 
of each building to readily assist users with their IT and telecommunications needs. 
7.6 Climate 

 A DSF method is employed in the design to shade the individual offices while 
providing an auxiliary circulation and lounge areas along the perimeter of the 
buildings. Integrated in the façade of the office complex is a screen and bench with 
space for shrubs like Spider Lilly’s behind the bench. The benefit of heat reduction is 
derived from the plants which acts to cool the south-westerly wind. 

 
Figure 7. 6 Building Section Model Screen Callout 
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 The spaces between the 
offices act as exterior courtyards 
facilitating casual interactions 
and circulation through the 
office complex. Exterior 
workspaces are shaded to 
reduce the temperature and 
provide shelter during the rainy 
seasons. Building with the 
tropical climate in mind, the cost 
of running and maintaining a 

building while the building is not at full capacity will be reduced. 
A hot and rainy climate is the norm in Bangkok; 100% of the workers 

surveyed would like the ability to personally control the air conditioning and 
windows of their work space depending on the time of day, heat, and humidity. The 
design of the interior offices provides individual air-conditioning units instead of a 
central air-conditioning system; as well as operable windows and shading devices to 
allow the users control the climate of the work space while in use. In this way, the 
users are able to control their own office climate to suit their preferences. Thus the 
design provides higher satisfaction for the work environment. 
7.7 Suggestions for Further Study 

Office design is one of the most studied types of design in architecture. The 
only conclusion for the continued popularity of office study is that the way people 
work is constantly evolving due to the changing fabric of society and the evolution of 
technology used in our everyday life. Flexible office space is going to continue to 
gain in popularity, and is already being used internationally. However, the key 
difference of having power in the floor is a unique feature of this building design, and 
should accommodate any office needs for many decades to come. 

Figure 7. 7 Exterior Courtyard Spaces 
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 To further the study it would be beneficial if the building was run through an 
environmental analysis program to test the efficiency of the building design. 
Additional design analysis could be made of the power consumption to see if any 
supplementary benefits can be gained through sustainable practices. 
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Figure 7. 8 Site Axonometric 

 
Figure 7. 9 Site Axonometric rom BTS 
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Figure 7. 10 View of Glass Elevators from the Talat 

 
Figure 7. 11 View of the Office Complex from the BTS 
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 Figure 7. 12 Shadows of the Screen around the Veranda
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Professional Survey: 
Working Environment 

1. Are offices with the ability of personalization and spatial flexibility more 

appealing than completely built-out spaces? 

2. Is communication more effective in open spaces such as courtyards and open 

plan workstations than in closed spaces and individual offices? 

3. What size/ kind of businesses rent an office? Are the usually already 

established or do you have new companies as well? 

4. Do you feel that the proximity of the work place to home affects the 

marketability of the office? 

Technology  
1. Have technological advances affected the way that offices are used? 

2. Do you find that increase of personal technology in the workforce has altered 

the expectations of the work space? 

3. Is there a higher likely hood of providing portable work devices rather than 

stationary computers? 

4. Do smart phones, tablets, and laptops influence the workforce towards a 

more decentralized work environment? 

5. Are you finding that virtual workplaces are becoming more prevalent? Or do 

physical offices still play a significant role in creating a sense of community? 

Meeting and Communication 
1. What are the ratios of spontaneous to structured meeting areas in an office 

building? 

2. Are workers more satisfied when an acoustical separation is possible? Or 

when they are aware of their co-workers? 

Views 
1. Does the natural lighting of a space and the views from the office increase its 

market value? 
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2. Do offices with volumetric differences (heights and widths of spaces) create a 

more stimulating work environment than a skyscraper open floor plate? 

3. Do people want to personally control lighting systems or do they prefer 

automated systems? 

4. Is day lighting and personal control over space important to customers?  

Interpersonal Relations- Social 
1. Are there foreign investors? If so, where and what kind of offices do they look 

for? 

2. How has ASEAN influenced the office market? How will it influence the 

market in the future? 

 
Performance of Space 

1. Are open plans the go to for office build outs? 
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Office Worker Survey: 
Working Environment 
สภาพแวดล้อมท่ีท างาน 

 
1. Do you do you work best in a(n)….? 
    คุณชอบท ำงำนในสถำนท่ีแบบไหน 

a. Formal Enviornment eg Closed office 
ก. ออฟิฟิศท่ีมีประตูปิดแบบมิดชิด (office that is entirely closed) 

b. Flexible Work Space eg Open office 
ข. ออฟฟิศท่ีเปล่ียนไดต้ำมควำมจ ำเป็น (office that can change based on your needs) 

c. Relaxed Enviornment eg Starbucks 
ค. สถำนท่ีท่ีมีควำมผอ่นคลำยไปในตวั คลำ้ยๆ Starbucks 

 
2. How much time do you spend at your desk every day? 
    คุณนัง่ท ำงำนท่ีโตะ้วนัละก่ีชัว่โมง 
a. 6-8 hours   b.  4-6 hours   c. less than 4 hours 
ก. 6-8 ชัว่โมง        ข. 4-6 ชัว่โมง.       ค. นอ้ยกวำ่ 4 ชัว่โมง 
 
3. How much time do you spend working by yourself at your desk every day? 
    คุณใชเ้วลำท ำงำนตำมล ำพงัท่ีโตะ้ท ำงำนของคุณวนัละก่ีชัว่โมง 
a. 6-8 hours   b.  4-6 hours    c. less than 4 hours 
ก. 6-8 ชัว่โมง    ข. 4-6 ชัว่โมง.   ค. นอ้ยกวำ่ 4 ชัว่โมง 
 
4. How much storage do you need for paperwork? 
    คุณตอ้งใชท่ี้เกบ็เอกสำรมำกนอ้ยเท่ำไหร่ 
a. Small filing cabinet  b. Lots of Storage      c. I work almost entirely digitally. 
ก. ใชตู้เ้กบ็เอกสำรแบบเลก็กพ็อ      ข. ตอ้งใชตู้เ้กบ็เอกสำรแบบใหญ่หลำยๆใบ     ค. ฉนัใชค้อมพิวเตอร์/เกบ็แบบดิจิทลั 
 
5. Would you prefer to work closer to home?  
    คุณอยำกท ำงำนไกลบ้ำ้นข้ืนหรือไม่ 
a. Yes   b. No        c. As long as there is public transit doesn’t matter. 
ก. อยำก   ข. ไม่อยำก      ค. ไม่เป็นไรถำ้ท่ีท ำงำนสะดวกกบักำรใชร้ถไฟฟ้ำ 
 
6. Would you prefer to work closer to public transportation? 
    คุณอยำกมีสถำนท่ีท ำงำนท่ีใกลท่้ำรถไฟฟ้ำ 
a. Yes     b. No 
ก. จริง         ข. ไม่จริง 
 
 
Technology 
เทคโนโลยี 
 
1. How much of your work is done on the computer? (Including normal e.mails) 
    คุณใชค้อมพิวเตอร์ในกำรท ำงำนมำกนอ้ยแค่ไหน 

a. 0% - 30%    b.  40%- 60%.     c. 60% - 75%    d. more than 75% 
ก. 0% - 30%       ข.  40%- 60%.     ค. 60% - 75%       ง. มำกกวำ่ 75% 

 
2. What kind of technology do you use for work? (Circle all that apply) 
    คุณใชเ้ทคโนโลยแีบบไหนในกำรท ำงำน 

a. Desktop   b. Laptop    c. Tablet   d. Smartphone  e. Cloud storage   f. Network Storage 
ก. คอมพิวเตอร์เดสกท์อป   ข. แลปทอ็ป       ค. แทบ็เลต็      ง. สมำร์ทโฟน             จ. Cloud storage    ฉ. Network Storage 
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3. Does your office provide a laptop or smartphone for work? 
    ท่ีท ำงำนซ้ือแลบ็ทอ็ปกบัสมำร์ทโฟนไวใ้หคุ้ณท ำงำนหรือไม่ 
a. Yes. Laptop    b. Yes. Smartphone   c. Yes, both.   d. No 
ก. ใหแ้ลบ็ทอ็ป   ข. ใหส้มำร์ทโฟน    ค. ใหท้ั้งสองอยำ่ง   ง. ไม่ไดซ้ื้อใหใ้ช ้
 
4. How often do you use teleconferences or video conferences? 
     คุณตอ้งประชุมผำ่นโทรศพัทห์รือวิดีโอบ่อยแค่ไหน 

a. Not at all.  b. Once a month.   c. 2-3 times a month    d. Weekly 
ก. ไม่ตอ้งใช ้   ข. เดือนละคร้ัง        ค. เดือนละ 2-3คร้ัง.      ง. ทุกอำทิตย ์
 
Meeting and Communication 
การประชุมแบะการส่ือสาร 
 
1. On average how often do you use meeting rooms? 
    ตำมธรรมดำคุณใชห้อ้งประชุมมำกนอ้ยแค่ไหน 

a. Once a week.   b. Once a day.    c. Several Times a day. 
ก. อำทิตยล์ะคร้ัง    ข. วนัละคร้ัง    ค. หลำยคร้ังต่อวนั 

 
2. On average what are the usual size of your meetings? 
    ส่วนมำกจะมีก่ีคนท่ีจะเขำ้ประชุมกบัคุณ 

a. 2-3 people    b. 5-10 people    c.10+ people 
ก. 2-3คน      ข. 5-10 คน     ค. มำกกวำ่ 10 คน 

 
3. For small groups do you prefer having meetings in formal meeting rooms or in relaxed 
environments eg Starbucks or hotel lobbies? 
   ส ำหรับกำรประชุมท่ีนอ้ยคน คุณชอบใชห้อ้งประชุมเฉพำะหรือใชส้ถำนท่ีท่ีมีควำมผอ่นคลำยในตวัเช่น Starbucks หรือลอ็บบ้ีของโรงแรม 
a. Formal meeting rooms    b. Relaxed environments 
ก. หอ้งประชุมเฉพำะ       ข. สถำนท่ีท่ีมีควำมผอ่นคลำยในตวั 
 
4. On average how often do you discuss work with co-workers in group settings? 
    ตำมธรรมดำคุณจบักลุ่มเพ่ือคุยเร่ืองงำนกบัเพ่ือนท่ีท ำงำนบ่อยแค่ไหน 

a. Once a week.    b. Once a day.    c. Several Times a day. 
ก. อำทิตยล์ะคร้ัง     ข. วนัละคร้ัง    ค. หลำยคร้ังต่อวนั 

 
5. Do you find it difficult to concentrate when co-workers are on the phone? 
5. เวลำเพ่ือนงำนของคุณคุยโทรทพัท ์คุณจะเสียสมำธิในกำรท ำงำนหรือไม่ 
a. Yes.      b. No.     c. They use a different area when they make phone calls 
ก. รู้สึกเสียสมำธิ    ข. ไม่เสียสมำธิ   ค. เขำจะใชท่ี้อ่ืนคุยโทรทพัท ์

 
6. Are there recreational group spaces? 
    ท่ีท ำงำนคุณมีสถำนท่ีส ำหรับใหพ้นกังำนใชเ้วลำผอ่นคลำยโดยเฉพำะหรือไม่ 
Ex: Kitchen, Gym, Library, TV/Game room, Outdoor Relaxing areas. 
เช่น ครัว, โรงยมิ, หอ้งสมุด, หอ้งดูทีวีหรือใหเ้ล่นเกมส์, สวนร่มใหพ้กัผอ่นหรือเดินเล่น 

a. Yes.    b.  No.       c. No, but I would like some. 
ก. มี     ข. ไม่มี    ค. ไม่มีแต่อยำกใหมี้ 
 
7. What kind of recreational spaces would you like? 
     คุณอยำกใดส้ถำนท่ีผอ่นคลำยแบบไหน 

 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Performance of Space 
ประสิทธิภาพของท่ีท างาน 

 
1. Do you prefer natural light or electric? 
    คุณชอบแสงธรรมชำติหรือแสงไฟฟ้ำ 
a. Natural.    b. Electric    c. Depends on the time of day. 
ก. แสงธรรมชำติ    ข. แสงไฟฟ้ำ    ค. แลว้แต่เวลำของวนั 

 
2. Do you often change the area that you work in? 
    คุณตอ้งใชส้ถำนท่ีต่ำงๆท ำงำนบ่อยแค่ไหน 

Ex: Designated work station; Group area, Meeting space, Touch Down areas. 
เช่น โตะ้ของตวัเอง; ท่ีรวมของแพนก; หอ้งประชุม; หอ้งส ำรอง 
a. I stay at my desk all day.    b. I change a few times.     c. I am always on the 
move. 
ก.  ฉนัอยูท่ี่โตะ้ของฉนัตลอดวนั      ข. ฉนักมี็เปล่ียนบำ้ง         ค. ฉนัเปล่ียนท่ีบ่อย 
 
3. Are you in control of turning on and off the light space in your work space? 
    คุณสำมำรถเปิดและปิดไฟในท่ีท ำงำนของตวัเองไดไ้หม 
a. Yes.     b. No.    c. No but I don’t care     d. No but I would like to 
ก. ได ้       ข. ไม่ได ้    ค. ไม่ไดแ้ละกไ็ม่มีควำมจ ำเป็น    ง. ไม่ไดแ้ต่อยำกจะใหเ้ป็นไปได ้
 
4. Are you in control of changing the A/C throughout the day in your work space? 
    คุณสำมำรถเปิดและปิดแอร์ในท่ีท ำงำนของตวัเองไดไ้หม 
a. Yes.    b. No.     c. No but I don’t care.      d. No but I would like to. 
ก. ได ้     ข. ไม่ได ้    ค. ไม่ไดแ้ละกไ็ม่มีควำมจ ำเป็น    ง. ไม่ไดแ้ต่อยำกจะใหเ้ป็นไปได ้
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Development Sketches 

   
Current and suggested working environments/ Massing and distribution of 
spaces. 

 
Initial site concept 
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Building footprint development sketches. 

   
Dimensioning doids between building mass. 
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Building footprint and core placement concept. 

  
Site regulation dimensions/ Distribution of the spacial programming calculations. 
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Program ratio distribution/ Dissemination of Private: Casual: Transient spaces 

  
Current traffic direction on site/ Diagram of sidewalk regulations 
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Curb and parking space dimensions/ Calculations and dimensions for parking, 
bathroom, shophouses 
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Parking garage spaces and circulation 

  
Vehicle circulation around site  
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Site wide column grid 

 
Column grid with 2m veranda, building core, and initial depth of façade 
variation 
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Void dimension between the building 

 
Dimensioning of the center to account for talat. Initial placement of shops, 
reception, entrances, service corridors, and park area. 

   
Concept section of building mass./ Section of space usage over 24hrs. 
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Market stall dimensions and circulation/ Diagram of market transforming to 
event space. 

 
 

Diagram of layering of people in space/ Park bench with planter and water 
fountain concepts. 
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Server area dimensions and reqirements. 

  
Study of various door swings for transient spaces.
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